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Abstract 

Computational geometry is a 五eld of computer science that addresses geometric 

problems. To satisfy the increasing need for geometric computation that appears 

in many application areas such as computer graphics ぅ computer aided design , 
circuit layout ヲ robotics and geographic information systems, many e伍cient data 

structures and algorithm techniques have been developed. 

On the other hand , much attention hぉ been paid on the αccuracy of the 

computed results. The accuracy of the computation is often dominated by the 

accuracy of fioating point arithmetic that is widely used in engineering compuｭ

tation. To fill up the weakness of the arithmetic, many techniques have been 
developed. However, with the aid of powerful computers, exact computation is 
now becoming a reasonable choice for geometric computing. 

With the decrease of arithmetic error, the accuracy of computed results should 
be considered with input error. While the former can be eliminated with addiｭ

tional computational costs, the latter is essential in real input data such as spatial 
data. To guarantee the accuracy of computed results , we need to turn our attenｭ
tion from arithmetic error to input error. 

In the dissertation , we consider geometric problems under an assumption that 
all input values are given by accuracy guaranteed numbers. Our primary concern 

is exact analysis and computation of the e百ect of input error. For the purpose, 
we formulate geometric problems as computation of 七he trace of the boudaries of 

all possible output figures. 

In Section 3, we address convex hull problem. For n points in the plane, 
we show that the intersection and the union of all possible convex hulls can be 

computed in O(n log n) time. We also show that the intersection of all possible 

convex hulls can be computed incrementally in O(ηlog 川 time (best c蹴) or in 

O(n2) time (worst case) if a non-empty solution for 加y three points is given. 

In Section 4, we address the problem of calculating the diameter of a set 
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show that the minimum of possible 
of points. For ηpoints in the plane ぅ W
diameters can be computed in O(7110gTL)time?and show that the maximum of 

possible diameters can be computed in O(711ocnlog71)expected time. 

In Section 51we address the problem of Voronoi diagram .construction-For 
how that the intersections of all possible 

n points (called sites) in the plane , w 
・ lS can be computed for all sites in O(η10ど ηlogn + k) time. The 

yjono;;:;10SS仙 Voronoi regions can be computed for all s加 in O(仇(η))
tmJLEst-e)orM(7121ψL log n) time (w州 case). 1n tt叫revious s山一
ments, k denotes the number of overlaps between input points and α(η) denotes 
the inverse of Ackermann 's function. 

We show that accuracy guaranteed solutions are available for some geometrIC 

able compu七ational costs. 
problems wiもh imprecise input m r 
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Chapter 1 

Introd uction 

Computa七ional geometry is a field of computer science that addresses geometric 

problems. To satisfy the increasing need for geometric computation that appears 

in many application areas such as computer graphics, computer aided design , 
circuit layout, robotics and geographic information systems, many efficient data 
structures and aJgorithm techniques for geometric problems have been developed. 

Since its birth in 1970s[31], computational geome七ry has developed to a v部t ， atｭ

tractive area of computer science. Many fundamental geometric problems such as 

convex hull , Voronoi diagram , point location う shortest path, have been proposed 
and solved e伍ciently in a sense of computational complexity. In parallel to the 

theoretical success, implementations of theoretically e伍cient algorithms hωbeen 

a great concern since they need complex data structures and procedures. Today, 
implementations of geometric algorithms are available as software packages such 

as LEDA[21] ,CGAL[5] 

On the other hand, much attention has been paid on the αccunαcy of the 
computed results. The accuracy of the computation is often dominated by the 

accuracy of floating point arithmetic that is widely used in engineering compuｭ

tation. To 臼1 up the weakness of the arithmetic[16] , many techniques have been 
developed [10], [23], [15], [22], [18], [33]. However, with the aid of powerful comｭ
puters, exact computation is now becoming a reぉonable choice for geometric 

comp凶ng[3]， [36]. The arithmetic error is now becoming a matter of choice. 

With the decrease of arithmetic error, the accuracy of computed results must 
be considered with input error. The big difference between arithmetic error and 

input error is that we can control the former with additional computational costs 

while the lat七er is essential in real input data such as spatial data[12]. To guar-

1 



2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 

antee the accuracy of computed results , we need to turn our attention from 

arithmetic error to input error. 

Many existing geometric algorithms assume 七hat input data is accurate; howｭ

ever, real input data does not satisfy such an assumption. Input coordinates are 
often only approximations of their true values because of round-o百 errors ， meaｭ

surement errors, and so on. If input error is inevitable, we can not rely on any 
results based on the assumption. Instead, we need αccur，αcy guαranteed results 

to get mcaningful information. In recent years, accuracy guaranteed computaｭ
tion has at七racted great attentions in a field of numerical analysis [17]. There 

should be poもential needs for accuracy guaranteed computation also in geometric 

computing. 

There are some studies on geometric problems with imprecise input. Franｭ

cio仇 Gaibist叫 and Talamo[ll] consider to derive a good approximation of 七he

convex hu11 of a set of points in the plane under the assumption that only arbiー

もrary 五nite approximations of the real valued coordinates can be known. Cai and 

Keil[4] a1so interested in capturing meaningfu1 information from imprecise input 

data. They consider the problem of computing visibility information in an inacｭ

curate simple polygon. However, compared to the variety of geometric problems, 
もhere are too few studies about geometric problems with imprecise input. 

In the dissertation, we consider geometric problems under an assumption that 
all input values are given by accuracy guaranteed numbers. Our primary concern 

is exact analysis and computation of the effect of input error. Since 七here are 

many possibilities of exact locations of points, many possible output figures are 
considered for a problem instance. For the purpose, we formulate geometric 
problems as computation of the trace of the boudaries of all possible output 

figures. The trace explicitly represents the accuracy of a possible output figure. 

Since the trace itself is a geometric object, we can compute the trace efficiently 
in the framework of computational geometry. 

In the dissertation , we consider three geometric problems: convex hull う diam

eter of a set of points and Voronoi diagram construction. The computational cost 

is measured under the real RAM(Random Access Machine) model[31 ], which can 
store and process 閃al values (not just integers) in constant time. In convex hull 

problem , we compute the intersection and the union of all possible convex hulls. 
In a computation of the diameter of a set of points, we compute the minimum 
and the maximum of possible diameters. In Voronoi diagram construction, we 
compute the intersection and the union of a11 possible Voronoi regions for each 

3 

s咜es. 

In Section 2, we introduce terminologies and definitions commonly used in the 
dissertation. In Section 3 う we address the problem of convex hu11. For n points 

in the plane, we show that the intersection and the union of a11 possible convex 
hulls can be computed in O( n log n) time. We also show that the intersection of 

all possible convex hulls can be computed incrementally in O(ηlogn) 七ime (best 

case) or in O(η2) 七ime (worst case) if a non-empty solution for any three points 

is given. In Section 4, we address the prob1em of diameter of a set of points. 

For n points in the plane, the minimum of possible diameters can be computed 
in O(nlogn) time. The maximum of possible diameters can be computed in 

O(nloど nlog n) expected time. In Section 5, we address the problem of Vorono� 
diagram. Forηpoínts in the planeヲ the intersections of all possib1e Voronoi 

regions can be computed for all sites in O(η10ど ηlogn + k) time. The unions 

of a11 possible Vo附

(best case) 0ωr 1凶n O(何η210gど車 η川log 吋 time (worst ca出se吋). In the previous statement , 
k denotes the number of overlaps between input points and α(n) denotes the 

inverse of Ackermann冶 function.

In the dissertation , we formalize some geometric problems with imprecise 
input as problems of constructing the trace of the boundaries of all possible 

output figures. Based on the analysis of geometric properties of traces , we show 

that accuracy guaranteed solutions are available for some geometric problems in 

reasonable computational costs. 



4 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 

Chapter 2 

Prelirninaries 

In the dissertation , we assume real-RAM(rando貯access machine) model[31] as a 

computational model. In the model う each storage location is capable of holding 

a single real number. In addition , the following operations are primitive and are 
available at unit time (the statements are cited from [31]): 

1. The arithmetic operations( +，勺 x ， /) 

2. Comparisons between two real numbers( <，三，-，式乙>)

3. Indirect addressing of memory (integer address only) 

4. k-th root , trigonometric functions , EXPう and LOG (in general, analytic 
functions) 

An imprecise input point is modeled as a pair of x-interval and y-interval. We 

call such a pointε-Point defined as follows. 

Definition 2.1 (ε-Point) 

We regαrd the following set of points αsα point (x, y) whose coordinates contain 
input error εX ， Ey(> 0) respectively. 

{(p ， q)lx ーら三 p 三 x+ εx ， y ーら三 q 三 y+ ら}

We cαII this set αηε-Point (x ぅ y ， EXl とν). 

An �-Point represents a point whose location is ambiguous but known up to 

some accuracy (see Fig. 2.1). For problems in the dissertation, a set of �-Points 

5 



6 CHAPTER 2. PRELIMINARIES 

(x-εx， y+ Ey) (x+ Ex, y+εy) 

(x-Ex ， y-εy) (x+ Ex , Y一 εy)

Figure 2.1:ε-Point(x ， y, Ex ， 匂)

Figure 2.2: An example con五guration of ε-Points 

7 

is given as an input.ε-Points would have different sizes of input error, and are 
allowed to intersect each other (for example, see Fig. 2.2). To distinguish εé-Poin川l此t
from ordinary poi凶nも句s ， we use the notation -(e.g. 乱。) for ε -Points. 

Nex七， we define the meaning of a set of é-Points , by specifying 七he figures it 

represents. 

Definition 2.2 (Possible Sets of Points) Let S be α set 0] ε -Points Pl , ・・

Pn. ((A set T 0] points ql , • ・・ ， qη is α possible set of points of S" meαns thαt there 

zs α one-to-one ]unction ]r : S • T s.t. fr(品) = qj iff qj ε ル We cαII each 

qj α possible point of Pi. A(S) dentoes αII possible sets of points. 

Definition 2.2 states that the cardinality of S and T must be the same. Each 

input point is considered to occupy exactly one position in any possible set of 

points. Sometimes, we use the term possible αrrαηgement instead of possible set 
when we refer to the locations of each possible points. 

In the following, we introduce geometric terms commonly used in the disserｭ
tat卲n. 

Definition 2.3 (Euclid distance) For points p αnd q, d(p , q) represents the 

euclid distαnce between them. 

Definition 2.4 (Convex Hull) Convex hull conv(S) 01 α set S of points in the 

plαne is the smallest convex polygon contαznzng αII points in S. 

Definition 2.5 (Left and Right Half-Plane of a Directed Line) For α 

directed line l in the plαne， Hc(l) denotes the closed left half-plαne 0] l. H[_ (l) 

denotes the open le，βhαぴ~plαne of l. Similarly，H叉 (l) αndH元 (l) denote the right 

hαザーplαne of l 

Definition 2.6 (Angle of a Directed Line) We sαu “the αngle 0] α directed 

line in the plαne is fJ" ザ its direction 閃ctor is (k cos fJ, k sin fJ) ]or some positive 

constαnt k. 

Definition 2.7 (Le氏 TangentjRight Tangent) Let l be α directed tαngent 0] 

α 陀gion R in the plαne. l is α leβtαηgent 01 R ザ it contains R in H乙 (l) ， or is 

α right tαngent 0] R ザ it contains R in H，π (l) . た (R， fJ)αηd tn (R , fJ) denotes the 

left αnd the right tαngent of R with αngle fJ respectively. 
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Definition 2.8 (Common tangents) For regions R1 αnd R2 in the plαne， let 

l be α common tangeηt of them directed from R1 to R2 ・ We distinguish l in four 

types αs follows: 

1. common left tαngent 

2. common right tαngent 

3.common leβ- right tangent 

4.commoη right-left tαngent 

tcι (R11 R2) 

tcπ (R1 ) R2) 

t乙π(R11 R2) 

tnL(R11 R2) 

ザ R1 � H L (l) ^ R2 � H，ι (l) 

げ Rl � Hπ (l) 八 R2 三 Hπ (l)

ザ R1 � H.ι (l) ^ R2 � H冗 (l)

ザ R1 � H冗 (l) 八 R2 � Hι (l) 

Chapter 3 

Convex Hull Problell1 

In this chapter 1 we address the problem of computing convex hull of accuracy 

guaranteed points in the plane. To guarantee the accuracy of a computed convex 

hull, we calculate the intersection and the union of all possible convex hulls. A 

possible convex hull is the convex hull of a possible set of points. For example, 
in Fig. 3.1, two possible convex hulls are shown. Since a point may occupy 

any location within a tolerance of input error う there are infinitely many possible 

convex hulls. 

To demonstrate our idea, consider a simple accuracy bound: the maximum of 

input error. If the size of input error is uniform , the accuracy bound is reasonable 
as shown in Fig 3.2. However, if various sizes of error appears, such a bound 

becomes meaningless. Consider a case that a point with the largest error is in 

the middle of others with small errors (see Fig. 3.3). The point dominates the 

bound although it does not contribute to the convex hull. If others are far from 

the point, such a bound is meaningless. To retrieve a good bound , the location 
of each points and their contribution to the convex hull should be considered as 

well as the size of each error. 

To compute a good bound, we concentrate on the intersection and the union 
of all possible convex hulls, which we call inner conυex hull and outer convex 
hull. Clearly, any possible hull lies between these two hulls; the distance from 
it to them gives the accuracy of the hull. Remember that possible convex hulls 

determine the inner and the outer convex hull: both hulls are not affected by 

input errors that does no七 contribute 七o possible hulls. For example, for the set 
of ε-Points in Fig. 3.3, the inner and the outer convex hull become as shown in 
Fig. 3.4. In the example, the point with largest error has no effect on both hulls. 
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Figure 3.1: Two possible convex hulls for a set of ε-Points Figure 3.3: Is εa reasonable accuracy of 七he possible convex hull? 

Figure 3.2: The accuracy of the possible convex hull is E 

Figure 3.4: Example of an inner and an outer convex hull 
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We show that for n �-Points in the plane, the inner and the outer convex hull 
can be constructed in O( n log n) time. Also we show that if a non-empty inner 

convex hull is given ぅ wc can update the inner convex hull in O(log k) -̂' O(k) 

七ime (k is the number of already processed �-Points); which leads to O(ηlog n) 

-̂' O(n2) time incremental construction. 

In Sect. 3.1 , we de五ne the problem formally. In Sect. 3.2 and Sect. 3.3, we 
examine geometric properties of an outer and an inner convex hull, and show 
construction algorithms for each hulls. In Sect. 3.3.4, incremental construction 

of an inner convex hull is considered. Applications of our method is described in 

Sect. 3.4. 
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3.1 Preliminaries Figure 3.5:ε-Points covered by a directed line l 

First, we give a formal definition of the problem. we define possible convex hull, 
inner convex hull and outer convex hull as follows. 

Definition 3.1 (Possible Convex Hulls) ?ossible Convex Hulls CH(S) of α 

set S of ε -Points P1 ぅ ・・?仏 is defined αs folloωs: 

Definition 3.4 (Boundary Line) We say “α line 1 is α boundαry line of α con

υex polygon" if l is obtαined by extending α boundαry edge of the polygon. 

CH(5) = {conv (Ui=1...n{Pi}) Ipi ε ゑ (1 三 t 三 η)}

Definition 3.5 (Cover Relation between ε-Point and Line) We sαu “ α 

line l cove1"s αηε-Point ゚ " if ﾟ n H乙 (l) ヂ ø.

Since each possible set of points has the unique convex hull, definition 3.1 is 
a natural extension of de白nition 2.2. 

In Fig. 3.5 the line l coversε-Points drawn in solid line, and does not cover 
�-Points drawn in dots. Since H乙 (l) is a closed half-planeぅトPoints touching l 

are also covered. 

Definition 3.2 (Inner Convex Hull) The inne1" convex hull Rn(5) of α set 5 

of �-?oints is ncεCH(S) C , the inte1"section of αII possible conυex hulls. 

Definition 3.6 (Cover Relation between εーPoints) Let II be tcπ (ß， P1) αnd 

let l2 be tcπ (ß ， P2) fo1" distinct ε-?oints ß,p1andp2' We define “cove1" 倒的on

くか =ρ " between ε -?oints αs follows: 

Definition 3.3 (Outer Convex Hull) The oute1" convex hull R。ω (5) of α set 
S of ε -?oints is UcεCH(S) C , the union 01 αII possible convex hulls. 1. P1 <�P2 ~ P2 is not cove1"ed by h (see Fig.3.6). 

2. 戸1 =þ 応急! P2 is cove1"ed by h and P1 is cove1"ed by l2 ・
In the rest of the chapter, we consider a problem of computing an inner convex 

hull and an outer convex hull for a given set S of ε-Points. 

To state about geometric properties of an inner convex hull, we introduce 
more definitions. In the discussion below, we assume that the boundary of a 

polygon is represented by a sequence of directed edges such that the polygon lies 

in the left. AIso, we assume that all lines are directed. 

Like Pl and P2 shown in Fig. 3.7, some pair of �-Points does not satisfy the 
relation く。 In addition , note that the relation Pi ニß Pi arises only when the 

relation く戸 can not be defined between them. 

Definition 3.7 (Maximal ε-Point) 

Let S be α set 01 ε-?oints. Fo 1" αn ε -?oint ゚  in 5 ， αηε-?oint α in S is α 

mαximal ε -?oint in 5 if α<長。 does not hold fo1" αny ゚  in S except ß αnd α . 
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P2 

mαx(B ，S) 

p 

Figure 3.8: A maximal mαx(払 S) around ß(ε S) 

Figure 3.6: Case : Pl <ρ 必

Pl 

P2 
Figure 3.7: Case : relation <゚  is not defined between Pﾎ and P2 

Figure 3.9: Case : No maximum around ß(ε S) exist 
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Rin(S) 

Figure 3.10: Anε_ Point is pre-covered by h and post-covered by lo 

As shown in Fig. 3.9 ぅ sorne �-Points possibly does not have maximums around 

them. 1n addition, there may be more than one maximum around an �-Point. In 
the cωe ， the relation =ﾟ holds between them from definition 3.7. 

We distinguish a cover relation according to how a line covers anε-Point. 

Definition 3.8 (Pre-Cover/Post-Cover) 

Let S be α set of ε -Points αnd let l be α boundαry line of 凡n(S). Tl附l， ωe

divide l into three parts αlong its direction: 引le pαrt before l touches 九π (S) (half 

line lo in fig ・ 3.10)ヘ“the pα付 l touches Rn(S) (segment s in fig・ 3.10)勺“the pαrt 

αβe1' l touches 九n(S) (h infig.3.10)". 

Fo1' αη ε - Point ゙  in S ， ωe sαy '~ p1'e-cove1's �" if 1 cove1's Þ αnd inte1'sects 

with 戸 only in 11. AIso ， ωe sαy '~ post-cove1's �" if 1 cove1's Þ αηd inte1'sects with 

ﾞ only in lo 
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Figure 3.11: For a point r in conv(P u Q) , there are points p ε P and q ε Q s.t. 

丙 passes through r 

3.2 Outer Convex Hull 

The important property of an outer convex hull is its convexity. To prove it , we 
use the following property of a convex hull. 

Lemma 3.9 Let P αnd Q be convex polygons αnd let R be the convex hull of 

P u Q. Then fo1' αnαrbitra1'y point r in R , there isα segment p否 s.t. P εPαηd 

qεQαηd l' E pq (see the example in Fig. 3.11). 

Proof. Omitted. This is a well-known property of the convex hull of two convex 

bodies. 口

Lemma 3.10 Let P1, P2 ，. ・. ,Pn be convex polygons αnd let R be the convex hull 

of them. Then R is giveη by the next formulα 

R={ト Ip， εR 川三 O刷会λ=l} 
Proof. Let P be the convex hull of P1 u . . . U Pn-l , and let Q be Pn, and let r 

be an arbitrary point in R. Then by inductively applying Lemma 3.9 for P, Q, 

and r , we get the lemma. 口

By lemma 3.10 う the convexity of an outer convex hull is easily shown 出 follows.
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Theorem 3.11 For α set S of �-Points P1 ぅ・・・?仏 ) the outer convex hull R01バS)

is the convex hull of Uf=l Pi 

Proof. 

The outer convex hull is represented by a convex combination as follows: 

Rou = UcεCH(S)C 

Pl ξ "~Pn EP~ {さ入イ入t ど O 刷会入i = 1} 

(さ叫
This sct corresponds to the convex hull of Uf=l Pi by Lemma 3.10. 口

By Theorem 3.11 ， 七he convex hull of vertices of �-Points gives the outer conｭ

vex hull. Since each ε-Point has only four vertices, a traditional convex hull 

algorithm[13] can construct the outer convex hull in O(n log n) time. 

3.3 Inner Convex Hull 

3.3.1 Geometric Properties 

We characterize an inner convex hull by boundary lines of it. 

Theorem 3.12 Let l be α boundαry line of 九九 (5). Then αt leαst two ε -Points 

tα旬ent to l exist in Hn (l). 

Proof. Assume that l is given by extending a boundary edge e of 凡η (S). Since 

e is a boundary edge of 凡n(S) ， a possible convex hull C exists that contains e in 

its boundary. Because each vertex of C is a possible point of 5 , l passes through 

at least two �-Points. Now consider the set 5l of �-Points that are passed through 

by l. We can conclude that l supports at le剖t oneε-Point in 5l as follows. 

If l does not support any �-Points in 5l , l can be moved vertically to itself 

toward the left side in a sufficie凶y small distance � without changing Sl (see Fig. 

3.12). Since the moved line l( satisfies 5lε = Sl , a possible convex hull C' exists 

that has a segment on l( as its boundary edge. Note that C' lies in Hi_ (l) because 

l( is contained in Hi(l). This implies that the boundary of C' passes through 

the inside of R:n (5); this is a contradiction. Therefore l supports at least one 
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Figure 3.12: The line l can be moved もo lf. with the same set of intersecもing

�-Points during the movement 

Figure 3.13: The line l can be rotated counterclockwise to l(J with the same set 

of intersecting �-Points during the movement 

-ー一一一一、同開聞聞圃圃園司・圃圃圃圃圃圃圃圃園田園田岡田町F←ー
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Rin(S) 

Figure 3.14: The boundary of Rn(S) is determined by maximal c-Points 

ε-Point in Sl' In addi七ion ， c-Points supported by l lie in Hn(l) because l cou1d 

not be moved to the left without changing 51 ・
Next-we show that l supports at least two ppoints in Sl-Assume that 

l 叫P-only one ε-PO凶 in 51. Let l support an c-Po凶向 at a point p 

and passes through an c-Point P1 ・ Here ぅ we distinguish two cases: (1) l pas 

伽u帥出伽釘叩叫吋1叫巾6払ι1いう (ρ2) l p 
r.口r.01刊unt旬er代'clockwise around p in a su 伍ci民en凶l山川tly sma叫11 angle e without changing 5l (伊se悦e 

戸孟i 3 川 Fω川吐山帥lÍs rotated line 仏 a possib1e convex hull C' exists that has a 

egment ∞ lo as i仙ou凶ryedge. Si附 lo pass叫r叫h the i凶e of ん(S) ，
this implies a contradiction based on the same discussion above.In addit10IhPI 

lies in Hπ(l) because l can not be ro七ated counterclockwise around p. In case (ρ2幻)う
ωame刊a叩mentωe刊appl仙xce川叫川lハ1S ro附dれωclωl
l supports at least two ε-Points in SI. 

Theorem 3.13 Let l be α boundαry line of 凡π (5) ， and let P1 and p2 be c-Points 

that αre tαηgent to l αηd lie in H，冗 (l) (Note thαt such ε -Points exist by Theorem 
3.12) ・ 1f l ts diTected fromdlt062y tfzmh=max(dl ， S)fsmFig.3・ 14).

Proof. 
Assume that P2 is not a max(p11 5) ・ Then l does not cover at least one 

c-Point ゚  in 5. For a point p in 乱 let C(p) be the convex hull of {p} u Rn(S) , 
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ヨ

Figure 3.15: The dashed line l is given by tcn(ゑ max(ム S)) ， but not a boundary 

line of Rn (S) 

and D(p) be the set of possible convex hulls: {GICε GH(S) 八 pε G}. Then 

all C in D(p) satisfy C(p) � C by the de五nition of Rn (S) and the convexity 

of G. This implies G(p) � ncεD{P) G, and also npE�G (p) ç 九n(S) because 

n同 C(p) 三日同 {nω印)C}= れcεCH(S) C 二九(S)
On the other hand, any possible point p of ゚  1ies in H云 (l) because ゚  is in 

H元 (l). This implies that H元 (l) has a common region with all possib1e convex 

hulls of S, also with npE�C(p). With the previous stateme帆 this means 七hat

Rn (S) has a common region with H元 (l). This is a contradiction because l is a 

boundary line of R川S). Therefore P2 is proved to be a max(乱 S). 口

Theorem 3.14 Let l be tcπ(ゑ max(ム S)) . Then Rn (S) subseteq H，ι (l) holds. 

(see F刕. 3.15). 

Proof. 

By the definition of maximal ε-Point, a possible set A of points that are all 

in H乙 (l) exists because l covers all ε-Points in S. Thus the convex hull C of A, 
a possib1e convex h叫1 ， is in H乙 (l); which means that Rn(S) is a1so in H乙 (l). 口

By Theorem 3.13, each boundary line of Rn (S) is given by tcπ(ム max(þ， S)) 

for someε-Point �. However, observe that this kind of 1ine is not a1ways a 

boundary line of Rn(S) (such a line is shown as a dashed line in Fig.3.15). 

Theorem 3.14 states that such redundant lines have no e百'ect with the boundary 

of Rn(S) , Thus the boundary of Rn(S) can be constructed by finding the 1ine 
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Figure 3.16: Four types of common tangent lines between axis-parallel rectangles 

tcn(Pi , max(乱 5)) for each Pi , then calculating the intersection of left half-planes 

of these lines. 

3.3.2 Construction for a set of ε-Points 

From the discussion aboveぅ the main problem is 七o find max(乱 S) for each Pi' 

Instead of testing every pair of é-Points, we focus on geometric properties of a 

common tangent line tcn(Pi , max(乱 S)).
Since all ε-Points are axis-parallel rectangles, common tangent lines can be 

lassified into four groups based on their angle e with respect to x-axis as follows: 
(1) lines whose angle satisfies 0 三 O く π/2 ， (2)π/2 三 O く爪 (3)π <e く 3π/2 ，
(4) 3π/2 三 O く 27T. In each group, a common tangent line l supports two �-Points 

in the same manmrp that iS7l in (1)is tangent to both at their upper-left verticesぅ
(2) at lower-left vertices, (3) at lower-right vertices, (4) at upper-right vert�es 

(see Fig.3.16). 
Now consider finding all the lines in group (1). Since they are tangent to two 

�-Points at their upper-left vertices, the convex hull C of all upper-left ver七ices of 
�-Points can be used to find them. Observe t出ha剖t only the boundary lines 0ぱfCcan 

b悦凶el伽l叫 ω川gr仰 (ο1) b悦ecause 伯仙ou江I叫
two ε.s-Poi泊nt句s ﾞ and q whose upper一left vertices l pa邸sses through (いse伺e Fig. 3.17) ・
The rest of work is to test if ﾞ and q are in H冗 (l) ， which means that l corresponds 

to tc冗 (þ ， q) ・ For example, in Fig. 3.17 only the boundary lines shown in solid 
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Figure 3.17: The convex hull of upper-Ieft vertices and its boundary lines 

, , 

, , 

, , 

Figure 3.18: The inner convex consists of four convex hulls 
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are in group (1). As each c-Point has only four vertices, this test can be done in 
constant time for a boundary line of C. Hence, we can find all the lines in group 
(1) by calculating a convex hull and scanning its boundary. The similar method 

can be used for the other three groups. 

Consequently, we can find all maximal .s-Points by calculating four convex 
hulls. Moreover, note that Rn(S) is the intersection of these four convex hulls. 
In Fig. 3.18, for exampleヲ the inner convex hull is given by the intersection of 

four dashed convex hulls. Clearly, all these process can be done in O( n log n) 

time for ηé-Points. 
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4 〈ク
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Figure 3.19: Examples of angular equivalent polygons 

3.3.3 Construction for a set of Angular Equivalent Poly-

gons 

The algorithm showed in Sect. 3.3.2 depends on 七he property of a common tanｭ

gent line ofaxis-parallel rectangles Rland R2:a common tangent line tCURh R2) 

supports both rectangles at their corresponding vertices.Observe that this propｭ

erty arises from the following property of convex polygons. 

Definition 3.15 (Angular Equivalence Property) 

Convex polyg仰 P1 ， λαmαid to sαtisfyangulαr equivale附ザ they have 
the sαme sequence of interior αngles αnd their corresponding edges αre pαrallel. 

In the axis-parallel rectangle case, the sequence of interior angle is 900 
-90

0 
-

900 -900 、 and their corresponding edges are parallel. In Fig. 3.19, the left 
example shows angular equivalent polygons whose sequ肌e of interior angle is 

450-900-4503andbhe right example shows angular equivalent polygons whose 

seauence of interior angle is 900 -1350 -1350 -90
0 
-135

0 
-135

0
. 

ー Bv a similar discussion in Sect. 3.3.2, the common tangents of angular equiv-
al…P向gons can be classified into as many groups as the number of v位向s
of a polygon. As in the axis-parallel rectangle case, lines in each group can be 
found by calculating the convex hull of the corresponding vertices of ε-Points. 

When angular equivalent ηpolygons with k vertices are given as é-Points ぅ the
inner convex hull can be constructed by calculating k convex hulls and making 

the intersection of them. Hence the inner convex hull is calculated in O( kn log n) 

tlme. 
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3.3.4 Incremental Construction 

In this section, we consider an incremental construction of an inner convex hull. 
First, we introduce useful properties that lead to an e伍cient incremental conｭ

struction of 九η (S).

Theorem 3.16 Let S be α set of ε -Points， and let ﾞ be αηε-Point not contained 

in S. The necessαry αnd sufficient condition for ゙  to be covered by αII boundαry 

lines of 九η (S) is ~n(S u {�}) = 九n(S).

Proof. 

1. Proof of necessity 

Let l be a boundary line of ~n (S). Because ゙  is covered by all boundary 
lines of ~n(S) ， ﾟ and all other elements of S are covered by l. Hence, by a 

similar discussion in the proof of theorem 3.13, ncεCH(SU{的)C is proved to 

be contained in H乙 (l). In the same way, we can conclude that for any 
boundary line l of Rn (S) ， 内cεCH(SU{長})C is contained in H乙 (l). This 

implies ~n(S u {戸}) � ~n(S) ， In addition, since S c S u {戸} holds, 
R凡4叩n(伊su{臼戸外}わ) ヨ R凡tバ7

R凡4叩η(伊S)ト. 

2. Proof of su伍ciency

Assume that there is a boundary line l of Rn (S) that does not cover .゚ 

This means that ﾟ � H長 (l) holds. Now, consider a convex hull Cp deｭ

termined by the vertices of 凡n(S) and a point p in .゚ Since 印。Cp = 

Rn(S U {゚}) holds, we can conclude that ~n(S) C ~n(S U {゚}) holds by 

a similar discussion in the proof of theorem 3.13. However, it contradicts 
もo ~n(SU {戸}) = ~n(S). Hence, ゙  is covered by alllines which construct 

RバS).

口

Theorem 3.17 Let S be α set of • Points, and let l be α left tangent of 九η (S).

Consider α point v αt which l touches ~n(S) ， edges e1 αnd e2 incident to v , and 

lines II αnd l2 given by extending e1 αnd e2 respectively. Then ε -P oints that αre 

pre-covered by l1 αnd post-covered by l2 αre only the ones that αre not covered by 

1 (see. β9・ 3.20).
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Rin(S) 

Figure 3.20: Maximums around ゙  exist in the shaded region 

Proof. 
Among é-Points 凶 S ， only the ones in H元 (l) are not covered by l. Since 

l is a left tangent of R叩 (S) ， if we move along l according to its direction, l 

passes through the intersection of Hn(h) and HL(l2) first ぅ t出he叩nυ叫， and fin凶la叫11yy 

ωlters悶附ωS問蹴則e伐倒ction吋Oぱf HL則則川ιバL(hい仏hω1)川a吋川H恥削冗以n(lリ仇ωlらω2)' T凶 mea蹴ns川s t伽hatれε♂-♂PO附oin凶t山 巧叩(1のlり) aτ : 
pre-covered by II and post-covered by 12. 

By applying theorem 3.17 to the line 1 = 句ι(ム Rn(S)) ， mαx(ム Su {�}) is 
nroved to exist in Hn(l); a common tangent between 九n(S) and a newly added 

LPoMOcmbe used to select the candidates of maxmms around am  an 

incremenωprocess Also, by theorem 316and theorem 31once an pPoiｭ

is proved to be covered by all lines that construct Rm(S)and not pre-covered 

around any vertices of 九n(S) ， the ε-Point can be excluded from the process 
without any effect on the final shape of the inner convex hull. 
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Theorem 3.18 For α boundαry line l of 九n(S) ， there is αt leαst one ε-Point in 

S thαt is in H.π (l) αnd pre-covered by l, and αt leαst one thαt is in Hπ (l) αnd 

post-covered by l. 

Proof. 

By theorem 3.16, we assume without loss of generality that all �-Points in S 

does not intersect with 九n(S) ，

Let Sl be a set of �-Points that theorem 3.12 guarantees to exist. And ぉ m

definition 3.6, let l be divided along its direction into lO ,8 , and h at which l starts 

to touch ~n(S) and stops to touch it. Assume that any elements in SI are not 

pre-covered by l. Then, S[ has a possible arrangement in which all points are on 

lo ・ This means that there is a possible convex hull for S that does not contain 

the edge s in it, which contradicts to the definition of ~n(S) ， Hence, at least 
one element in S[ must be post-covered by l. Similarly, at least one element in 
Sl must be pre-covered by l. From the discussion above, the elements described 
in this proposition are proved to exist in S. 口

Theorem 3.19 Let lo and h be boundαry lines of 九η (S) that α問 αのiacent at 

α vertex v of 九n(S) ， Then， αt least one ε -Point in S is pre-covered by lo and 

post-covered by II ・

Proof. 

By theorem 3.18, there exists at least oneε-Point ゚  which is in R(lo) and 

pre-covered by lo ・From theorem 3.14, ゙  is also covered by h because all elements 

of S are covered by all boundary lines of ~n(S) ， Notice that since ﾟ satisfies 

ﾟ � R( lo) , ﾟ is post-covered by h ・ Hence ， the element of S described in the 

proposition is proved to exist. 口

Remember we mentioned at theorem 3.17 that we can select the candidates of 

maximums for a newly addedβTheorem3.19 guarantees at leぉt one candidate 

exists. 

In the followingぅ we introduce an incremental construction of inner convex 

hull. In the construction, a non-empty inner convex hull is constructed at first. 

Then, for a newly added é-Point, we find all the maximums and update the 

boundary of the processed inner convex hull. 
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P3 

Figure 3.21: Case : Inner convex hull is not empty 

Initial inner convex hull construction 

A non-empty inner convex hull is needed prior to the incremental step. It suffices 

to construct an inner convex hull determined by three ε-Points P1 , P2 and P3. 
Notice that as shown in Fig.3.21 and Fig.3.22 ヲ the inner convex hull determined 

by 七hree �-Points is not always non-empty. As we described in [24], the emptiness 
can be tested in constant time by determining the relative location of P3 and the 

trace of all stabbing lines of P1 and P2 ・
By applying this emptiness test for each triples ぅ a non-empty 匤ner convex 

hull is calculated in 0(1) time (best case) , or in O(n3) time (worst case). 

Find new maximums 

Consider to find all max匇ums max(ム S) from a set S of n �-Points. Since not all 

pairs of �-Points satisfy the relation くか we can not 五nd all maximums by a simple 

sorting. However, observe that if common tangents tcぇ (þ ， Pi) and tc冗 (p必) touch 

the same vertex υof p, either Pi くþ Pj or ぬく戸 Pi always holds according to their 

angle around v (see Fig. 3.6). 

For a set of angular equivalent polygons with k vertices, they can be class i五ed
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Figure 3.22: Case : Inner convex hull is empty 

into k groups around ゙  bωed on the same idea in Sect.3.3.2. By the observation 
above, we can 五nd local maximums in each group by comparing each �-Points 

around p in O(η) time. By examining all pairs of these 0 (k) local maximums we 

can find maximums with additional 0(k2) time. 

Incremental construction of an inner convex hull 

The incremental construction algorithm is shown in Fig. 3.23. Here, Sk(ISkl = k) 

denotes a set of already processed c-Points, and R denotes the inner convex hull 

of Sk. By theorem 3.19, each vertex of R�n(Sk) has its associated �-Points. We 

assume that each vertex of R keeps its associated �-Points in a list. 

Consider the time complexity in a incremental step. By theorem 3.19, each 
vertex of R川Sk) has its ぉsociated �-Points in Sk. Hence, R�n(Sk) has at most 

k vertices. Since R�n(Sk) is convex, the common tangents l = 句乙(払 R) ， and 

l' こたえ(ゑ R) can be found in O(log k) time[31] at step 2-1 (see Fig. 3.24). In 

a case that no common tangent is found , the rest of the update process can be 
skipped because R�n(S u {�}) = Rn(S) holds by theorem 3.16. Let l and l' touch 

vertices Vo and υ1 of R respectively, and let SI and S; be the sets of associated 
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ε-Points around Vo and Vl' 

Next ぅ new maximums around ゙  are found at step 2-3 (see Fig. 3.25). By 

theorem 3.17, new maximums are only the elements in Sl or 5f. Since each set 

contains from one up 七o k elements, all maximums are found in 0(1) time (best 
case) or O(k) time (worst case) by the algorithm in Sec.3.3.4. Those �-Points 

that are turned out not to be maximal are removed from 5l and 5f at this step. 

At step 2-4 a common 七angent between 戸 and a new maximum is calculated 

in 0(1) time to update the boundary of the inner convex hull. At step 2-5 by an 

incremental convex hull algorithm for a set of points [30] , the boundary of the 
inner convex hull can be updated in O(log k) time since at most constant number 

of vertices are newly added to R (see fig. 3.26). The set of ぉsociated �-Points of 

affected vertices of R are also updated. 

For summary, one incremental step takes O(log k) time (best ca吋ぅ or O(k) 

time (worst case); which leads to the overall time complexity of O(nlogn) (best 

case) ぅ or O(ポ) (worst ca同. 1 t is easy to show thaも the algorithm shows its bes七

behavior for an input in which no three points are on the same line among all 

possible sets of points. 

3.3. INNER CONVEX HULL 

S={戸1 ， 戸2 ， ・・・?戸η } ， V= 日
Step 1: construct a non-empty inner convex hull 

P1 = S.pop, P2 = S.pop, P3 = S.pop 
S3 = {Pl ， P2 ， が3} ，R = Rin(S3) 

Step 2:constn附 ~n(Sk U {�}) from ~n(Sk) 

while S ヂ日

民 = S.pop 

Step 2-1 :calculate common tangents between ゚  and R(五g.3.24)
l = [ ゙  findTa時entTo:R type:"RL"] 

l' ニ [ ﾞ findTangentTo:R type:" LRつ
if (( l == NULL) v ( ['二二 NULL)) goto Step2-6 

Step 2-2: select candidates for maximums 

Let [ touches a vertex V of Rう and [' touches a vertex v' of R. 

Sl = { associated �-Points of v } 

SI' = { associated �-Points of v' } 

Step 2ふ白nd maximums (fig. 3.25) 

五nd mαXl S.t. maxl = (þ, Sl) 
五nd mαX2 S.t. ﾞ = (mαX2 ， Sl') 

Step 2-4:calculate common tangents between ゚  and maximums 

[1 = [ ゙  findTa時entTo:mαXl type:"RR"] 

l2 = [mαX2 findTangentTo:� type:"RR"] 

Step 2-5: update R (日g. 3.26) 

R = updateHull(R,l,l' ,h,z2) 
Step 2-6: 

Sk+l = Sk U {�} 

Figure 3.23: Construction of an inner convex hull 

31 
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Figure 3.24: Common tangent lines from ゚  to I4n(S) 

Figure 3.25: Search for maximums 

Figure 3.26: Reconstruction of the boundary of 凡n(S)

3.4. APPLICATIONS 33 

Figure 3.27: Output example 

3.4 Applications 

We show how inner/Ol巾r convex hull can be used to calculate reliable results. 

One application is calculation of the diameter of a set P of points. The diameter 

of P is given by that of the convex hull of P. With the existence of input error, 
the diameter of the inner/outer convex hull gives a good lower/upper bound. See 

the example in Fig. 3.27. Observe that the inner convex hull is not affected by 

the lower-left c-Point that has a large error although the outer convex hull is 

affected by the c-Point. In our method , the e百'ect of possible points that does 

not contribute to possible convex hulls is removed. 

Another application is to find stable extreme points for a set of points. Some 

extreme points may be sensitive to input errors, and need to be avoided to make 
a strongly convex hull. For a given set S of c-Points, Pi gives an extreme point in 

all possible sets of points if and only if Pi 八 Rout(S ¥ {ゑ}) = 0. For each vertex 

in a possible convex hull う its convexity can be verified in this wayう and we can 

construct a strongly convex hull by choosing only stable extreme points. 
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3.5 Conclusion 

1n 七his chapter?the compuation of an inner convex hull and an outer convex hullF 
the intersection and the union of ail possible convex hulls, are considered.We 

showed that 七he inner convex hull and the outer convex hull can be constructed 

in O(ηlog n) time for given ηé-Points. Instead of a global error bound, a pair of 

an inner convex hull and an ou七er convex hull gives a detailed error bound. We 

;ム com開te a local error bound for each po凶 on 七回 boundary 0ぱfap附悶??
C∞onvex hull by meaおsu旧n出ng 七出he distance to them. If input data contams a wlde 

range of errors , such a bound is useful to qualify computed results. 

Chapter 4 

Diarneter of a Set of Points 

1n this chapter, we address the problem of calculating the maximum and the 
minimum of possible diameters of accuracy guaranteed points. The diameter of 

a set of points is the maximum distance between any two points. It is well known 

that the diameter of a set of points is equal to the diameter of its convex hull 

and once we have the convex hull, its diameter is determined in linear time by 

七rave凶時 all antipodal pairs of it[31]. Hence, the diameter of n points can be 

calculated in O(ηlog n)time. 

If a set of points is given by é-Points, its diameter ranges over the diameters 
of all possible convex hulls. Apparentlyう the inner and the outer convex hull of 

the set gives an upper and a lower bound of possible diameters. However, in some 
configuration ぅ the bound becomes meaningless. 1n Fig. 4.1 , the lower bound is 
underestimated since vertices of the inner convex hull are apart from �-Points. 

Also, the upper bound is overestimated due to the large �-Point. The minimum 
and the maximum of possible diameters for the �-Points is shown in Fig. 4.2. 

If quadratic computational time is allowed , we can calculate, for each pair of 
é-Points, the minimum and the maximum of possible distances between them. 

、つ::ペム二:::::「〆

Figure 4.1: An upper bound and a lower bound of possible diameters 
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仁

Figure 4.2: The maximum and the minimum of possible diameters 

Then , we find the maximum of 巾se maximums and find the maximum of th… 
minimums. It is easy to show that these two maximums give the maximum and 

Le miM11II10f possible diameters The problem is to determine which Pヂr
of possible points gives the maximum or the minimum of possible diameters m 

sub-quadratic time. 
We introduce 七he notion of hαlf-plαne representαtion of a convex region, and 

show how tO use itto compute the maximum and the minimum of possible diｭ

ameters of points. We show that for given n ε-Points ぅ the minimum of possible 

diameters can be determined in O( n log 川 time ， and the maximum can be dωe-

t附e釘rml立I

r印es関en凶ta叫tiωO∞n relates the i凶nn問l児町erげjouter c∞onvex h凶ul日1 and the mi凶nlm口num立mjma似Xlmum OI 

possible diameters of a set of �-Points. 
In Sect. 4.1 , we give the definition of half-plane representation and show 

half-plane representations of an inner and an outer convex hull.In Sect.4.2, we 

show how the minimum and the maximum of possible diameters can be e伍ciently
calculated with the aid of the half-plane representatlOns. 
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4.1 Half-Plane Representation 

1n this section, we introduce hαlf-plαne representαtion of a convex region in the 

plane. The representation relaもes a convex region to a function 七hat represents 

a set of half-planes. We give a preliminary lemma that the intersection and 

the convex hull of two convex regions are represented by simple operations on 

half-plane represen tation. 

First, we introduce αngulαγ representαtion of a line. The representation relates 

a function to a set of directed lines. 

Definition 4.1 (Angular Representation of a Directed Line) For α real

vαlued function d( e) , l (d ， 刈 denotes α di何cted line: x sinω- ycosω = d(ω) . 

Our main idea is that once the range of B is specified, a real-valued function 

d( B) can be identi五ed with a convex region n{ Hι (l(d， B))}. Based on the idea, 
we introduce half-plαne representαtion as follows. 

Definition 4.2 (Half-Plane Representation of a Convex Region) Let R 

be α convex region in the plαne. A reαl-vαlued function d( e) is a haザーplαne repｭ

resentαtion of R ザ zt sαtisfies 

(山) = d(B) 

R = nO<lk2πH乙 (l(dラ e)) 

We denote d(B) 三 d' (B) ザ both d(B) αηd d' (B) α陀 hαび'_plαne rep問sentαtions

of the sαme convex regzon. 

N otice that any convex region R in the plane ha.s a half-plane representation 

of it because there is at most one left tangenもた (R， B) for any e (if R is bounded, 
there is exactly one left tangent). 1n 七he following , we assume that all half-plane 
representations are total functions on ?R with a period 27r and their domains are 

not specified without fur七her no七ice.

Half-plane representation is a one-to-many mapping from convex regions to 

functions. For example , see the regular triangle in Fig. 4.3. Since a triangle is 

represented by the intersection of three half-planes, the periodic discrete function 
in Fig. 4.4 is a half-plane representation of the triangle. On the other hand , the 
triangle hωm白nitely many left tangents shown ぉ dashed lines in Fig. 4.3. 

Thus the periodic continuous function shown in Fig. 4.5 is also a half-plane 
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y 

( 1/2 ,,.[3/2 ) 

tI 
,Y' 

_ .. 

( 1 , 0 ) x 

Figure 4.3: A regular triangle given by the intersection of half-planes 

representation of the triangle. Moreover, redundant half-planes may be contained 
in a half-plane representation. Not all the half-planes represented by a half-plane 

representation of a region R need to share a point with the boundary of R. 

We introduce a normαlized hαザ'_plαηe representαtion that has a direct relaｭ

tionship to the corresponding convex region. 

Definition 4.3 (Norrr凶ized Half-Plane Representation of a Convex Reｭ

gion) Let d( (}) be αhαザ'_plαηe representαtion of α convex region R in the plαne. 

Ifl(d ,(}) eqωls to tL(R , B) for αny (), d( (}) is called the normαlized hαザーplαηe repｭ

resentαtion of R. The normαlized half-plαne representαtion of R is denoted αs 

d*(R , (}). 

Notice that each convex region has its unique normalized half-plane represenｭ

tation because there is at most one left tangent for any angle (). For exampleう

the function in Fig.4.5 is the normalized half-plane representation of the triangle 

in Fig. 4.3, while the function in Fig. 4.4 is not the one. Also, a normalized 

half-plane representation hぉ a property that it represents left and right tangents 

at the same time. 

4.1. HALF-PLANE REPRESENTATION 

d 
{o ((] = O+2nπj 

d仰=~ /3/2 ((] =2/3π +2nπJ 
l 0 ((] = 4/3π +2nπ) 

/3 /2・ I ・-一一-ー-ーーー------・- --ー一一・ーー一二

。

2/3π 7τ 4/3π 2π 
。

Figure 4.4: A half-plane representation of a triangle by a discrete function 

dt ( sinﾆ) ( 0 +2nπ 壬 O く 2/3π +2nπj
dω=~ 1/2s同. ';-3/2 cos(J (2伽 +2nπ 豆 O く 4伽 +2nn)

l 0 (4m π +2nn 豆 O くか +2nπJ

1 ~---一一一一
/3 /2・ ~--------J

-ーーーーーーーー・・・・・・ーーー一 ー 一一
一 一 一一一ーーーーーーーーーーー一一 一一一ーーーーーーーーーー

ーーーー『・ーーー一ー 一一一一一一一一ーーーーー句ー・-ーーー・ーーー一一 一一一一一ーーーー『ーー

。

π/2 2/3ππ 4/3π 2π 

、
、

‘ 
。

Figure 4.5: A half-plane representation of a triangle by a continuous function 
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Figure 4.6: The left ta時ent tL(R , e+7r) coincides with the right tangent tπ (R ， e) 

Lemma 4.4 For d( 8) = -♂(R ， 8+ π) ， α directed line l (d ， ω) equαls to the right 

tangent t冗 (R ， ω)

Proof. The left tangent tL(R , e + π) ぅ which is l(dぺ 8+7仏 occupies the same 

location as the right tangent tn(R, 8) ぅ and has 七he opposite direction to t冗(R， 8)

(see Fig. 4.6). 口
The advantage of half-plane representation is that geometric operations on 

convex regions can be reduced to operations on half-plane representations. We 

give the reduction in the following lemma 4.5 ぅ theorem 4.6 and theorem 4.7. 

Lemma 4.5 Let h, l2 , l3 and l4 be directed lines αs folloω 

h : x sin 8 -y cos 8 ニ α

l2 : x sin e -y cos 8 = b 

l3 : x sin e -y cos 8 = min {仏叫

ん: x sin e -y cos 8 = max {α ， b} 

Then , H乙 (1 1 )門 H乙 (l2) = H乙 (13 ) αnd H乙 (11) u H乙 (12 ) = Hι (l4) hold. 

Proof. Since the condition that a point (x , y) ﾎs in Hι(h) is equivalent to 

x sin e -y cos e 三 α ， the condition that a point (x , y) is in Hι (1 1) n H.ι (l2) is 

equivalent to x sin e -y cos 8 三 min{α ， b}. Similarly, the condition that a point 

(x , y) is in H乙 (h) U Hc.(l2) is equivalent to xsine -ycos8::; max{α， b}. 口

By lemma 4.5 ,the following theorems on half plane representation are estabｭ

lished. 

Theorem 4.6 Let d1(e) be αhα仔plαne rep陀sentαtion of R1 αnd let d2(e) be α 

half-plαne representαtion of R2 ・ Then， the piecewise minimum function 

min{d1 (8) ,d2(8)} is αhαlf-plαηe 陀presentαtion of Rl n R2 ・

4.1. HALF-PLANE REPRESENTATION 

Proof. 

tL(Rl ,8 1 

Figure 4.7: A left tangent of the convex hull of R1 u R2 

Rl nR2 

(or(l(dl め川VL(l(d2 め))
O<Q2π(ι (1(d1 ， 8)) n HL(l(九め))
く By lemmα4.5 > 

什 (H乙 (l (min{d1 ， d2}, e))) 

41 

口

Theorem 4.7 Let R1 αnd R2 be convex regions αnd let R3 be conv(R1 UR2). The 
p 'leceωise mαximum function max{d*(R1 ， 8) ぅ♂ (R2 ， 8)} is the r町mαlized halfｭ
plαne representαtion of R3 

Proof. Since R3 is the convex hull of Rl U R21 H，ι (tι (R3 ， 8)) equals to 
Hι (tι (R1 ， 8)) u H乙(た (R21 8)) (see Fig. 4.7). Hence, by lemma 4.5, 
d*(R3, e) = max{ d本 (R1 ， 8) ， ♂ (Rゎ e)} holds. 口
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We show examples of half-plane representat卲n. 

Example 1. A point P(α1 b) 

The left tangent t[.(p ,e) is the directed line that passes 七hrough P , and 
given by the next equat卲n 

X sin e -y cos e = αsin e -b cos e 

Hence, d* (P, e) = αsin e -b cos B is the normalized half-plane representatl甁 

of P. 

Example 2. The convex hull of a set of points 

Let P be a set of points Plγ ・ . ， pη ・ By theorem 4.7, the normalized halfｭ

plane representation of conv(P) is given as follows 

♂ (conv(P) ， e) = β尽{♂(Pil B)} 

In more detail, let (αi ， bi) be the coordinates of Pi; ♂ (conv(P) ， B) is reｭ

expressed as 

よ(com(P) ， O)=JR法{αi sin B -bi cos e} 

Observe that the normalized half-plane representation in Fig. 4.5 satisfies 

the above equatl甁. 

Example 3. An ε♂oint ゙  = (x ， yパ:z; ，ら)

Since an ε-Point is an axis-parallel rectangle with four vertices (X-E:z;, Y一匂)ぅ
(X ーら ， y+ ら)ぅ (X+E:z;， Y ーら) and (x + E:z;) Y + ら)， the normalized half-plane 

representation is given as follows 

♂ (ß， B) = max 

(X -E:z;) sin B -(ν 一匂)cos B, 
(x -Ex) sin B 一 (ν+ Ey) COS B, 

(X + ら)sin B -(y - 匂) cos e, 
(x+ ら)sin e 一 (ν+ ら) cos B 
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4.1.1 Half-Plane Representation of an Inner Convex Hull 

Based on theorems introduced in section 4.1 , we construct a half-plane represenｭ

tation of an inner convex hull. As proved later, it consists of normalized half-plane 

representations of ε-Points . 

First, we show a half-plane representation of the inner convex hull for a sinｭ

gle七on set of ε-Point. 

Lemma 4.8 For αηε-Point ß, minpEP{♂ (p ， B)} = -♂(乱。 +π) holds. 

Proof. By lemma 4.5 ぅ minpEÞ{♂ (p， B)} is the normalized half-plane representaｭ

tion of H[.(tn(ß ,B)). Henceぅ by lemma 4 .4ぅ the proposition holds. 口

Since ~n( {゚}) = npEþp, by theorem 4.6 , d(R川{戸})， B) 三 minpEP {♂ (p， B)} 

holds; lemma 4.8 gives a half-plane representation of ~n( {゚}). 

Next , we show a half-plane representation of the inner convex hull for a set 

of ε-Points. 

Theorem 4.9 Let S be α set 01 c-Points が1 ，... ， Pn・一 minl~i~n{d* (乱 B+ π)} is 

α 加がplαηe representαtion 01 九n(S).

Proof. 

From the definition of inner convex hull , ~n(S) is expressed by c-Points as 
follows 

~n(S) 2 ( S ) C = 斗ム)fCω伽ωO仰仰川η仰υ

pA斗止2巳rzプCベ白白←ト匂仇ωp仇i}ウ) 
Hence, the following function represented by the normalized half-plane repreｭ

sentations of points is a half-plane representation of 九n(S) ，

d(B) = minp品 {maxl~ゅ{♂ (Pi ， fJ)}} 

Since each point Pi is chosen independently from each c-Point , by lemma 4.10, 
the above expression is modified as follows 
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d((}) = minpiεPi{maxl三ゅ{d傘 (Pi ， (})}} 
< By lemmα4.10 > 

maxl<i<η{minpiEPi{♂ (Pil (})} } 

く By lemmα4.8 > 

maxl<i<n {-d* (乱。 +π)}
-min附くれ{d*(ル (}+π)}

口

Lemma 4.10 Let x αηd y be indepeηdent ωnαbles， αnd let f(x) and g(y) be 
functions ~2 H ~ that hαve the mmzmum αnd the mαximum in their domαms. 
Then minx ,y{ max{f(x) , g(y)}} = max{mînx{f(x)} ぅ miny{g(y)}} holds. 

Proof. 

First, let fix x at xo. Then, 

minx=xO ,y{max{f(x) , g(y)}} miny{max{f(xo) , g(ν)}} 

い) (f (xo) 三川(y)})
miny{g(y)} (f(xo) < miny{g(y)}) 

max{f(xo) , minν {g(ν)}} 

Assume that g(y) takes its minimum value at yo ・ Since miny{g(ν)} is a 

constant independent of x , the above expression is modi五ed as follows 

minX ,y{max{f(x) , g(y)}} minx{max{g(yo) , f(x)}} 
max{ minx{f (x)} ぅ g(yo)}

max{ minx{f (x)} , minν {g(υ)}} 
ロ

We show that the half-plane representation of the inner convex hull of n 

�-Points can be constructed in O(ηlog n) time and O(η) space. Since the halfｭ
plane representation is essentially a lower envelope 乙 ofcurves {di (乱(}) }, the time 
complexity of a construction depends on the complexity of 乙 itself. Observe that 

the relative order between d* (乱(}) and d*(ル(}) changes at (} = (}o if and only if 

the left tangent of Pi become a common tangent of them at (} = (}o ・ Since ε-Points 
are axis-pa凶lel rectangles, the relative order between d* (乱。) and ♂ (Pj ， (}) 
changes at most once in each interval of [0仏， 7πr/ρ2) ， [1πr /2丸， 7πr) ，[市iド7πr う 3/21πr)，川，[3/27πr ， 2π
From the literature [2開2判)， we can conclude that 乙 has a complexity of O(n) ぅ and
can be constructed in O(ηlog 川 time and O(n) space. 
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4.1.2 HalιPlane Representation of an Outer Convex Hull 

We show that inner convex hull and outer convex hull are essentially the same 

under half-plane representation. In the following , we give a half-plane represenｭ

tation for an outer convex hull. 

Lemma 4.11 For an �-Point p, maxpEþ{d*(p,(})} = ♂(ム(}) holds. 

Proof. From the definition of left tangent and lemma 4.5, a directed line x sin (}ｭ

y cos (} = maxpEp { d* (pぅ(})} corresponds to t乙(戸川). 口

Theorem 4.12 Let S be α set of ε-Points Pl ,... ,Pn. The function d((}) 

maxl<i<η {dネ(乱。)} is α half-plane rep陀sentation of Rout(S). 

Proof. 

Since R仰t(S) is co町exby theorem 3.11 , Rout(S) corresponds to conv(Rout(S)). 
Hence, a half-plane representation of Rou 

d(Rout(S) , (}) 
d(conv(Rout(S)) , (}) 

d(conv(UcεCHCS)C) ， (}) 

く By theorem 4.7 > 

maxcεCH(S){ d* (C, (})} 
max恒三n，PiEpi {d本 (conv(u昭三n {Pi}) , (})} 
く By theorem 4.7 > 

maxl::;i::;n,PiEPi {maxl ::;i三η{♂ (Pi ， (})} } 

< p~s αre independent eαch other > 

max巴ゅ{maxpi品{♂ (Pi ， (})} } 
< By lemmα4.11 > 

maxl壬だπ{d*(乱。)}

口

The theorem states that an inner convex hull and an outer convex hull are 

represented by the same kind of curve: envelope of sinusoidal curves. They can be 

calculated by the combinatorially same method although they seem to be defined 

as different kind of geometric objects. 

By a similar discussion in section 4.3 , the envelope of the curves {♂(乱。)}
can be constructed in O(n logn) time. The half-plane rep閃sentation of an outer 
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convex hull introduced here is later used in section 4.2 to compute the maximum 

diameter of a set of points. 

4.2 The Minimum and the Maximum of Possiｭ

ble Diameters 

In this section ぅ we show that the maximum and the minimum of possible diamｭ

eters of a set of �-Points can be calculated e伍ciently with half-plane representaｭ

tions of an inner convex hull and an outer convex hull. 

Based on rotating caliper method(34], the diameter diα州R) of a convex reｭ

gion R is given by diαm(R) = maxOS; oく加{ω(R， e)}; here ω(R， e) is defined 出

ω(R， e) = ♂ (R ， 8) -(-d*(R， 8+ π)) ， the distance between t [, (R , 8) and t [, (R , 8). 
Hence, the minimum and the maximum of possible diameters of a set of ε-Points 

s={孔... ， p~η} is represented as follows 

minAEA(S) { diαm(A)} 

maxOS;O<27r { mincεCH(S){ω(C， 8)}} 

maxAEA(S) { diam( A) } 

maxo<o<加{maxcεCH(S){ω(C， 8)}}

In the following , we show how mincεCH(S){ω(C， 8)} and maxcεCH(S){ω(C， 8)} 
is represented by half-plane representations. 

Theorem 4.13 For α set 5 of c-Points P1 , • • • ，仏 ， let j(8) αnd g( e) be functions 

defined αs follows 

Then, 

holds. 

Proof. 

f(8) = max1三ゅ{-♂(乱。 +π)}

g(e) = minl三ゅ{♂(乱。)}

cJ獄S){ω(C， e)} = m似{j(8) -g(8) ,O} 

Let lo and h be l(j ,8) and l(g , e) respectively. We distinguish two cases 

according to もhe relative location of もhese two lines. 
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ら

Figure 4.8: Case:l1 C H[, (lo) 

1. Cαse: h c H乙 (lo) (i.e. g(8) く 1(8))

By lemma 4.8 and lemma 4.11 , lo is a right tangent of some é-Point 凡， and lt 

is a left tangent of some �-Point P゚' By lemma 4.5, lo is the rightmost among 
the right tangents of �-Points with angle e; similarly II is the leftmost. In 

the rest of the proof, to and t1 denotes points at which lo and II touches 

仏 and p'゚ respectively (see Fig. 4.8). Observe that to and t1 are distinct 

points: ル and p'゚ are separated by lo and l1 since l1 satisfies II 仁 H乙 (lo) ・

We show that there is a possible convex hull C that satisfiesω(C， 8) = 

f(8) -g(8). From the definition of f(8) and g(8) , all �-Points Pi satis五es
Pi n Hι (lo) =1 � and Pi n H.冗 (l 1) =1 �. In addition , to and t1 are distinct 

points. Henceぅ a possible set of points A exists that satisfies 

(ん(凡)ニ to
ん(ぬ) = t1 

ん(ふ)εH乙 (lo) ηH冗(l1) (i =1 α7β) 

Note that to and t1 are vertices of conv(A). It means thatω(A ， 8) corｭ

responds to the distance between lo and l1; w( COηυ (A) ， 8) = f(8) -g(8). 

Moreover, any possible convex hull C satisfies 

VC E CH(S) ω(C， 8) 三 f(8) -g(8) 

since C contains at least one point p in 凡 and one point q in P゚ that are 
separated by lo and h ・

From the discussion , we conclude that mi陀εCH(S){w(C， 8)} = f(8) -g(8). 
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ら

Figure 4.9: Case:lo c H乙 (lt) 

2. Case:lo c Hι (lt) (i.e. g(8) 三 f(8)) 

We show that mincεCH(S){叫C， 8)} = O. Since mincεCH(S){ω(C， 8)} 三 0 ，
it is sufficient to prove that there is a possible arrangement A that satisfies 

ω (coηv(A) ， 8) = O. 

From the definition of f(8) and g(8) , all �-Points Pi satisfies 

。i n H.c. (lo) 手。八 Pi nH.π(h) 手。

Since all �-Points are connected regions , this implies that they stride across 
the region H.冗 (lo) n H乙(h) (see Fig. 4.9). Hence, any line l that is parallel 

to lo and lies in Hπ(lo) n H乙 (1 1 ) intersects with all �-Points; which implies 
that there is a possible arrangement A in which all poi山 lie on l. Clearly, 

ω (conv(A) , 8) is O. 

From the discussion above , we can conclude that minCECH(S){ω(C， O)} = O. 

By combing the two cases, we geも the following equat卲n 

mincεCH(S) {ω(C， 8)} 

い)-g(8) ル仰))
o (f(8) ~ g(O)) 

max{f(8) -g(8) , O} 
ロ

Remember that f(8) in theorem 4.13 is -min1壬任η{♂(乱。 +π)} ・ That is 

the half-plane representation d(R�n(S)) in theorem 4.9, and mincεCH(S){ω(C， 8)} 
can be re-expressed as max{ d(R川S) ， 8) + d(Rïn(S) , 8 +π) ， O} ・

4.2. THE MINIMUM AND THE MAXIMUM OF POSSIBLE DIAMETERS49 

Hence, once we have d(I4n(S)) , maxo三8<2π{mincεCH(S){ω(C , 0) }} can be 
computed in time proportional to the complexity o[ the lower envelope of curves 

{♂(乱。)}. By the discussion in 4.3, the envelope can be constructed in O(ηlogn) 
time for n é-Points, and the minimum of possible diameters can be computed in 
additional O( n) time. 

Further, we express maxcεCH(S){ω(C， O)} by half-plane rep戸r悶、ese凶a抗tiぬons句

Theorem 4.14 Let S be α set 0ザfε-♂Poinηtおsp払f九1 う...， Â戸n'

The叱 maxCεCH(S){ω(C， O)} = maxl::;i,j::;n,i#j{ dぺ乱。) + d*(pj) 0 + π)}. 

Proof. 

First ぅ we re-express maxcεCH(S){ω(C， O)} as follows. 

maxCεCH(S){ω(C， O)} 

= maxAEA(S) {ω(conv(A) ， O)} 

ニ maxl::;i必η，PiEPiがめ{♂ (Pi ， 0) -d*(pj , O)} 

= max{O, maxl::;i ，j三n ， i手川同断的 {d* (Pi , 0) -d*(pj , O)} } 

Since P� and Pj are independent if i and j are different, the second term in 
the previous expression can be rewrited as follows. 

max{伽似出

Also, the second term of the above expression is not less than 0 since in case 

of maxPi EPi { d* (Pi , 8) }三 minpj叫 {d* (Pj , 8)} ヲ then ， once i and j are exchanged, 
maxpj叫{♂ (Pj ぅ O)} 三 minpiεPi{d* (Pi , 8)} holds. 
Hence, the above expression can be expressed as follows. 

maxCεCH(S){ω(Cう。)}

= max1::;i ，j::;n ， i肖 {m川以{♂ (Pi ， 8)} -m叫ε的{♂ (Pj ， 8)}} 
ニ m似凶叩j {m叫EPi{♂ (pi ， 8)}+m以同{仰バ +π)}}
< By lemmα4.11 > 

=max凶必η，i手j{♂ (Pi ， 8) +♂(め ， 0+ π)}

口

By theorem 4.14ヲ we can compute maxcεCH(S) {ω( C, 8)} from the normalｭ
ized half-plane representation of ε-Points. However, the direct evaluation of the 
function is inefficient; it involves the computation of envelopes of O(η2) curves. 

In theorem 4.15 ヲ we show a simplified version of the function in theorem 4.14. 

We denote the second maximum value as max(2) (if the second maximum value 

does not exist , the value of max(2) is defined as -∞). 
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Theorem 4.15 Foγα set S of ε -Points 孔・・ ・?ル let functions f (8) , 12 (8)αηd 
αmα.pping M (8) from α real to α set of natural numbers be defined αs folloωs 

f(8) 

12(8) 

代 M(8)

maxl<i<η {d牟(乱。)}

max~:せ向{♂(乱。)}
件♂(Pi ， 8) = f(8) 

Then , maXl<丸jく叩#j{♂(乱。)十よ (pj ， 8+ π)} is given by the followi旬 equαtwn

maxlSi ，j Sn村j{d本 (Pi ， 8) +♂ (Pj ， 8 +π)} 

Proof. 

f(8) + f(8 + π) 

(M(8) f-M(8 + π) v IM(8)1 三 2)
max{f(8) + ん (8 +π) ， 12 (8) + f(8 + π) ， O} 

(M(8) = M((j + π) ^ IM(8)1 = 1) 

1. Case:M(8) f-JvI(8 + π) v IM(())I 三 2

In this case, there are distinct c-Points Pi and Pj that satisfy 

d本(乱 8) = f(8) ,d*(pj , (j 十 π) = f(8 + π) 

In addition , the next inequality holds 

max叩，jSn，ゆj {d熔(乱。) + d*(め， 8+π)}
三 maxlSi :S:n{d本 (pi ， 8)} + maxl三行π{d*(pj ， 8 +π)} 

Hence, we can conclude that: 

m~x ， .{♂(乱 8) +♂ (Pj ，() +π)} = f(()) + f(8 + π) 
I Si ，) 壬n ，t手3

2. Case:M((j) = M((j + π) ̂  IM((j)1 = 1 

In this case, rnaxl :S:i ，jSn ，i肖 {dベル 8) +♂(ル 8+π)} is NOT f(8) + f((}+ π) 
since both f(8) and f(8 + π) are determined by the same c-Point. 

By the definition of rnax(2) ぅ ifη 三 2 ， the ε-Point that determines f((j) and 

the c-Point that determines 12(8) are always di百'erent. If η= 1, f2(()) is 
-∞ and also w( C , 8) = O. From these observations, the next equat�n 

holds 

4.3. CONSTRUCTION OF AN INNER CONVEX HULL 

maxl :S: i ，j三叩手j{♂(ふう。) + d*(が~ ， 8+π)}

r max叩三n{♂ (di ， 8)} + m以iy的{♂ (dj ， 8 +π)}ぅ)
max ~ max~~i<n { d* (dれ 8)} + max巳j:s: n{d本 (dj ぅ 8+π)} ぅ j
101  

= max{f(8) + 12(8 + π) ，ん (8) + f(8 + π) ， O} 

51 

口

Note 七hat f (8) is the half-plane representation of an outer convex hull introｭ
duced in section 4.1.2; f(8) can be con回ructed as a lower envelope in O(ηlogn) 

time. M(8) can be simultaneously constructed as an additional attribute of the 

components of the envelope. ん (8) can be constructed as the 2-level envelope 

of the curves {♂ (pi ， 8)} in O(η10ど nlog n) expected time and 0 (n) space by a 

method in [1]. 

Once we have f (8)ゐ (8) and M (8) , the maximum of possible diameters can be 
cornputed in time proportional to the cornplexity of 12 (8) , that is, O( n 10ど nlog n). 

We can conclude that the overall time to cornpute the maximum of possible diｭ

ameters is O(η10ど nlog n) expected time. 
As a little improvementぅ after we have f (()) and M ((j), we check a condition 

that M(()) f-M(8 + 1f) or IM(())I 三 2 holds for any 8. If this condition is estabｭ

lished, the construction of 12((j) become unnecessary; the maximum of possible 

diameters can be computed in O(n log n) time. For example ぅ such a case occurs 

when the sizes of c-Points are the same. 

4.3 Construction of an Inner Convex Hull 

In this section, we give a re-mapping frorn a half-plane representation of an inner 

convex hull to its boundary. The key of re-mapping is that only a few halfｭ

planes contribute to the boundary of an inner convex hull while a half-plane 

representation may represent infinitely rnany half-planes. In the following lemma 

4.16 and 七heorem 4.17, we show which one contributes to the boundary of an inner 
convex hull arnong the half-planes represented by the half-plane representation 

m もheorem 4.9. 

Lemma 4.16 Let R be α convex region in the plane, and let 80 and ()1 be αngles 

thαt satisfy 0 < 81 - ()o く π . Then, the region Ro - 向。タダl{H乙 (tn(Rぅ()))}

eqωls to Hι(句(R， 8o )) 内 Hι(句(R ， (}I)). 
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Figure 4.10: The right tangent tn(R, 8) does not intersect with the shaded region 

R。

Proof. Observe that for any 0 in 80 く 8 く 81 ， t党(R ， 8) satisfies Hι(tπ(R ， 80 )) n 

H乙 (tπ (R ， (1)) � H乙(句(R ， O)) (see Fig. 4.10). 

Hence, 

Ro = nOn< Oくol{H乙 (t冗 (R， O))}
HJM(九 (0)) n H乙(句(R， 仇)) n (nooく0<91 {H乙(似R， O))}) 
Hι (tπ (R ， Oo)) nH乙 (tπ (R， (}l))

口

N ote that if 81 -(}o is greater thanπin the lemma, Ro becomes empty. 

Theorem 4.17 For a set S of ε-Points P1 γ ・・?仏 ， let d( 0) be defined by d( 0) = 
-min1<i<η{♂(乱。 +π)} ， αnd let 81, . ・ ， 8N (0 三 (}1 < ・・・ < 8N < 2π) be the 
αηg〆le白S}ムνLtf心…f二〉tω叫μ

The restriction d'(O) of d(O) to 8 = 01, (01 +(2)/2 ,02, ..., (}i , (Oi 十九1)/2 ぅ Oi+1 ，
... , (ONー1+ 0N)/2 ， ON sαtisfies d( 0) 三 d'(O).

Proof. Consider an interval [α ， ß] of 0 such 七hat anε-Point Pi satisfies d( 0) = 

-d*(乱 0+ π) for any 0 in the interval. By lemma 4.4, l (d , 0) equals to tπ(乱。)
for all 0 in the interval. 

H肌e， by lemma 4 民 the rest出ion of 仰)tOPAlu 円九円引 U
[0叶1 ， 21f] does not 必ct its corresponding region (Note I tl

i
+;i+l - Oil 三 π) 口

Hence, once we have the coordinates of vertices of the lower envelope correｭ
imum function in theorem 4.9, the boundary of an sponding to the piecewi 

4.3. CONSTRUCTION OF AN INNER CONVEX HULL 

甲 l| ん

口口ん

Figure 4.11: An example configuration of �-Points 
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inner convex hull can be constructed by computing the intersection of 2N -1 halfｭ

planes. In more detail, we construct the lower envelope 乙 of n curves {♂(乱。+

π) 11 :::; i 三 η} in the interval [0,27r]; we get the coordinates (ωゎ mi吋♂(乱ωi+

π) }) of N vertices of 乙 Then for the function d(O) in theorem 4.9, construct 

the intersection of half-planes nO=ω1 ， (ω1+ω2)/2内，(ωN-l+ωN )/2仰 H乙 (l(d ， O)) ，which

gives the boundary of the inner convex hull. For example, consider to calculate 
the inner convex hull of �-Points in Fig. 4.11. Their normalized half-plane repｭ

resentations are given by piecewise maximum functions in Fig. 4.12. Based on 

these functions う a half-plane representation of an inner convex hull is given by the 

function in fig. 4.13. In this figure , P4 ぅ P3 ， Pl and P4 gives piecewise maximums 

in the intervals [0 ,01], [01, O2 ], [02,03] and [03 ， 2叶 respectively. The half-plane 

representation is simplified as shown in Fig. 4.14, and the boundary of the inner 
convex hull is given by the intersection of three halιplanes as shown in Fig. 4.15. 

Since the complexity ofζis O(r仏 the boundary of the inner convex hull 

is determined by the intersection of O(n) halιplanes. The intersection can be 

constructed in 0 (ηlog 刈 time and O(n) space[31]. 
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2π 

CHAPTER 4. 
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冗冗/2

Figure 4.14: Simplified half-plane representation of the inner reliable region of 

l(d(Rin(S))品)

l( d(Rin(S)) , ()2) 

l(d(Rin(S))あ)

ε-Points in Fig. 4.11 

Figure 4.12: Half-plane representations of �-Points in Fig. 4.11 

2π 
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40 

Figure 4.15: The inner reliable region of ε-Points in Fig. 4.11 
Figure 4.13: Half-plane representation of the inner reliable region of ε-Points in 

Fig. 4.11 
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The half-plane representation of the inner convex hull, that is, the upper 
envelope of { -d1 (() +π) ， -d2(() + π) ， -d3(() + π) ， -d4((} + π)} shown in the right 
side consists of intersections between d1 and dゎ d2 and d3 , d3 and d4

, d
4 
and d， ・

This means that the bou川I

tc冗 (C2あ， C3υ) う tcπ (C3 ， C4 ) ぅ tc冗 (C4 ， C1 ).

d3 

2π 

Figure 4.16: The inner convex hull of four circles and its corresponding upper 
envelope 
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Other Input Models 

1n the discussion above , each input point is modeled as an �-Point; an axis-parallel 
rectangle. Note that most of our theorems about half-plane representation and 

diameter only depend on the convexity of �-Point; any convex region can be used 

as an alternative input model. In this section, we describe how our methods are 

4.4 

3π:/2 π 

8 sin (} + 8 cos () + 4 

11 sin (} + 2 cos () + 2 

-6 sin (} -6 cos () + 2 

-7 sin () + 7 cos 8 + 4 

π:/2 

-5 

O
A
U
 

円ζ

-10 

-15 

applied to other convex regions. 

If ε-Point is ex七ended to any convex region, we need slightly more computaｭ
tional time to construct the half-plane representation of an inner convex hull. We 

briefly describe about a case that ε-Points are given by convex polygons with a 

constant number of vertices. Let N be もhe number of all vertices. Now, the COillｭ
plexity of the lower envelope of the curves {♂ (Pi ， 8)} increases up to O(N log* N) 

since we can only ensure that two curves ♂(乱。) and ♂ (Pj ， ()) intersects at most 

constant times in 0 三() < 271". Thus ぅ the computation of the boundary of ~n(S) 

also needs 0 (八T log本 Nlog N) time. Similarlyぅ the minimum of possible diameters 

can be computed in O(N log* N log N) time, and the maximum can be computed 
in 0(1、Tlog本 Nlog N) expected time. 

In contrast , if each �-Point is given as an axis-parallel rectangle with the 

same width and heightヲ the problem becomes simple. Let p and q be points 

whose coordinates are p = (Px , Pν) and q = (qx , qy) respectively, and let their 
corresponding ε-Poir山 be ﾞ = (Px , Py , E, �) and ij = (qx , qy , E, �). Then, as shown 
in the example in section 4.1 う d*(þ ， (}o) 三♂ ((j ， (0) is equivalent to ♂ (p， (}o) 三

d*(q , (}o). Hence，もhe cons七ruction of the inner convex hull is reduced to the 

convex hull construction with exact coordinates. 

1n addition , consider a case that input points are given by circles. For a circle 

Ci: (x 一向)2+(y-bi )2 = γ? ， its normalized half-plane representation is given by: 

d*( Ci , (}) =αi sin 8 -bi COS (} + ri ・ Since each pair of di (()) and 吟(()) intersects at 

most two times in 0 :::; (} < 27r, the half-plane representation and the inner convex 

hull can be constructed i~ O(n log n) time. Al七hough described in a different 

context, our method is a di旺erent approach to the convex hull problem described 

in [32]. 

For example, in Fig. 4.16 , the shaded polygon in the left represen七s the inner 

convex hull of the four circles C1, C2 , C3 and C4: C1 is centered at (8, -8) with 
radius 4, C2 is centered at (11 , -2) with radius 2, C3 is centered at (-6 ,6) with 

radius 2, and C4 is centered at (-7, -7) with radius 4. Their normalized halfｭ

plane representations are 
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4.5 Conclusion 

In this chapter , we consider the problem of computing the minimum and the 

maximum of possible diameters of a set of �-Points. 

First, we introduced hαlf-plαne representαtion that maps a convex region to a 
ex hull and an outer convex hull can be 

function. We showed that an mner conve 
mapped into half-plane representations in O(n log 叫 time and O(η) space. 

Next ゐ based on rotating caliper method, we expressed the minimum and-the 

uム向ossible diameters as functions made of ha州ane 問resentations
p n inr -Annvex hull and an outer convex hull.By computing these fh1uImIn1Cdt1ωons ， 

::::ニ;;;ニ;日;レい一f句伽p卯os州
S叩pa拭ce巳う and the maximum can be computed in O(n 10ど η10gn) expected time and 
O(η) space 

Finallv、 we showed that once we have a half-plane representation of an inner 

conv民 its boundary can be constructed in O(ηlog n) time 

Chapter 5 

Voronoi Diagrarn for ε-Points 

In this chapter, we address the problem of computing Voronoi diagram for a 

set of �-Points. For a given set P of points (called sites) Pl ,P2 ,... ,Pn , Voronoi 
diagram V(P) is defined as the partition of the plane into Voronoi regions V(i) = 
{p!d(P ， Pi) く d(p， pj) , i i= j}: the partition of the plane according to the nearest 

sites. Voronoi diagram is a fundamental tool in computational geometry since 

it provides solutions for many apparently unrelated problems such as largest 

empty circle, nearest neighbor search and pattern recognition. It is known that 
Voronoi diagram can be constructed in optimal 8(n logn) time for n points in 

the plane[31]. The generalization of sites (e.g. segment, circle ぅ polygon ， curve) 

or distance metrics (e.g. Lk metric) has also been studied. 

Now, consider what happens if input coordinates contain errors. Since each 

site moves within a tolerance of error, the nearest sites can not be defined any 
more; the partition of the plane is not unique. It means that existing algorithms 

can not be used since they are designed to construct the topological structure of 

the unique partition. 

The key idea is that we redefine a Voronoi diagram as a set of Voronoi regions, 
and allow overlaps between them. Although a Voronoi diagram is originally 

de五ned 部 a partition of the plane, in other view , it can be seen as a set of Voronoi 

regions. Edges and vertices that appear in a Voronoi diagram can be considered 

as common parts between the regions. Without input error, Voronoi regions are 
pairwise disjoint except their boundaries; the Voronoi diagram is a partition of 

the plane. If input error exists, Voronoi regions overlap each other and do not 
represent a partition of the plane anymore. However, their intersections give the 
information about edges and vertices in possible diagrams. 
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Based on the id叫 we concentrate on 山 con8truction of Voronoí 時onデ
For a site , we consider two types of Voronoi regions:ωeαk Vorono� 1'egzon and 

strong VOTOTηZωwz 叩
the site can be the nearest 山 in at 1聞も one possible arrangement; the s剖t訂r…g
Voronoi re広iぬon 0ぱfas剖itωe i恒s the region in w hich the 8剖it旬e i包s always the nearest s剖ít悦emn 

山 poωS8司d品i孔ぬb…3
Voぽronoω1 r閃egion of a 8目itωe ヲ we represent the accuracy of the Voronoi region of the 

s咜e. 
For a set of n �-Points given as sites, we consider the problem of construct匤g 

all w仙 and strong Voronoi regions. We show 七hat w拙 Voronoi 時lons can 

be constructed in 0 (η2α(n)) f'V O(η210ど nlog n) time (α(η) i8 the inverse ot 

A巾rmann 's function) and that strong Voronoi 時ions can be constructed in 

O(ηlog* n log n + k) time (k is the number of intersections between �-Points) 

The co凶ruction time depends on the configuration of �-Points 

5.1 Preliminaries 

Definition 5.1 (Distance between a point and an �-Point) 

Fo'r α poω ム川 αnε-JDoint q, let m(州= m州(払州 ε q} αηd
M(p , q) = max{ d(p , q) Iq E q} be distαnce ]unctions between α point and an 

ε -JDoint. 

The functions m(p, q) and M (pぅ q) represent the minimum and the maximum 

of possible distances between p and a possible point of q・

Definition 5.2 (Weak Voronoi Region) 

Let S be α set of �-Points P1 ,'" ,Pn. The weαk Voronoi 何gion 1'i 0] Pi is 

defined αs follows 
P E 'ri 件ヨAε A(S) ， d(p , f A(払)) = min{ d(p , ] A(pj))11 三 j 三 η}

Definition 5.3 (Strong Voronoi Region) 

Let S be a set of ε -JDoints れふ The 柳時 Voronoi 叩on 九 of 払 zs

defined as follows 

pεR 仲 VA モ A(S) ， d(p, fA(長川= min { d (p, ] A (め)) 1 1 壬 j 三吋

In other words, ri and R are the union and the intersection of all possible Voronoi 

regions V(i). 

5.2. WEAK VORONOI REGIONS 61 

In the following , we consider the construction of weak Voronoi regions and 
strong Voronoi regions. We identiちr a region with a set of points; the notation 

nぅ ç are used for regions in 七he same meaning for sets. The boundary of a region 

R is denoted asθR. 

5.2 Weak Voronoi Regions 

In this section, we introduce geometric properties of weak Voronoi regions. Based 
on the properties ぅ we develop a construction algorithm. 

5.2.1 Geometric Properties of a Weak Voronoi Region 

First, we consider an elementary weak Voronoi region 'rij determined by two 

�-Points Pi and の

Definition 5.4 (Weak Voronoi Region 1'ij) 

'rij = {plm(p, Pi) 三 M(p， pj)}

The region 'rij is the weak Voronoi region 'ri in a case of 5 = {丸め }(see Fig 

5.1). The boundary θγij consists of segments of lines and a parabola (depicted 

ぉ dashed curve in Fig. 5.1). Since for any point that is not in 'rりう an �-Point Pi 

can not be the nearesも site in any possible arrangements, 1'i is given by nj戸 'rij ・

We further investigate properties of a weak Voronoi region: its shape and 

connectivity. 

Theorem 5.5 Let S be α set 0] ε -Points P1 ， ・ ペル αnd let M* (p) be the pieceｭ

wise minimum function min {M (p , Pi) 11 三 t 三 n}. The necessα'ry αnd sufficient 

condition ]01' α point p to be in αωeak Vo1'onoi 1'egion 'ri is m(p， ゑ) ~ M*(p). 

Proof. 

1. Proof of necessity 

If a point p satis五es m (p , Pi) ~ M* (p) , there is a possi ble arrangement A 

that satisfies 

d(p , fA (ふ))三 M本 (p)
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Figure 5.2: 附 points p and p' in a w 叫 Voronoi 陀時吋gion and t廿凶山he児e山
q and q' onθゑ

Figure 5.1: A weak Voronoi region rij 

Lemma 5.6 Let S be α set 01 �-Points. For αηε-Point Pi in 5 , the weak Voronoi 
region ri sαtisβes 'A � ri. 

On the other hand ヲ by the definition of M* (p) , there is a possible arrangeｭ

ment A' that satisfies 

Proof. 

Let p be any point in Pi. Consider a possible arrangement A that satisfies 

Vj j ヂ i ， d(p ， IA'(必))三 M*(p)
(川(吟)) = 0 

d(p ， ん(め))=M(p， ßj) (j-li) 

Consider an arrangement B that is the same as A' but the possible point 

of Pi is the one in A. 1n the arrangement B , 1 B (品) is the nearest site of 

p since B satisfies the above two inequalities at the same time. From the 

definition 5.2 、 the existence of B implies p E ri. 

Since M(p， め)ど Oぅ the nearest site of p in A is 1 A (ふ)， p itself; which implies 

pεη. Thus ぅ we can conclude that Pi � ri. 口

Theorem 5.7 A ωeak Voronoi region is connected. 

Let us assume m(p, Pi) > M*(p). Then , any possible point of Pi can not be 
the nearest site of p in any possible arrangements. This contradicts to the 

口

Proof. 

Consider a weak Voronoi region ri and a point p in it. Let q be the point on 

θPi that is the nearest point from p (see Fig. 5.2). 

First, consider a possible arrangement of A that satisfies 

2. Proof of sufficiency 

condition of p ε ri . 

1n the following う we show that a weak Voronoi region is a simple connected 

reglOn. 

ん(め) = q, d(p， ん(必)) = M(p， め ) (j -1 i) 

Since d(p ,q) = m(p,pi}, by theorem 5.5 ぅ the arrangement A satisfies 

d(p ， ん(ゑ))二 min{d(p， ん(め) ) 11 三 j ::; n} 
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Hence, in the Voronoi diagram V(A) , the point p is contained in the Voronoi 

region R of q (= f A (必)). Since a Voronoi region is a convex region, the se伊ent

p否 is also contained in R; which implies p可三九・

Nexも， consider any もwo points p and p' in ri and their nearest points q and 

q' onθPi respec七ively. From the discussion above , both もhe segments 丙 and p'q' 

sa七isfies pq � ri and p'q' � ri ・ In addition , the segmenも qq' satisfies qq' � ri since 
q and q' are in a convex region Pi , and Pi satisfies Pi � ri by lemma 5.6. Hence, 
the chain C of 丙 - qq' -p'q' satisfies C � ri(see Fig. 5.2); which ensures the 

connectivity of ri ・ 口

Theorem 5.8 A ωeak Voronoi region is α simple connected region. 

Proof. 

Let ri be a weak Convex region. Since we have shown the connectivity of ri 

in theorem 5.7, it suffices to prove that ri does not has a hole R (a hole R of ri 

is a bounded region which sa七isfiesθR � ri and whose interior is outside of ri). 

By lemma 5.6, we can assume that R is outside of Pi without loss of generality. 

Assume that ri has a hole R. Let p be a point in R and let q be the neares七

point of p onθIPi ， and let l be the half line emanating from q to p. Since R is a 

bounded region ， δR is a closed curve; l in七ersects wi th θR at a point Po that is 

farther from q than p. (see Fig. 5.3). 

Since Po satisfies Po EδR � ri, the segment p百 is contained in ri by a similar 

argument in the proof of theorem 5.7. Hence, p , which in on Po忍 is in ri; this 

contradicts to the condition that any point in R is not contained in ri. From 七he

discussion above , we can conclude that ri has no hole. 口

By theorem 5.7, theorem 5.8 and their proof, the shape of a weak Voronoi 

region is generalized-star-shaped defined in [20] , that is ， α region R in the p戸lαn

t臼s gerη7Ær，αaliαzed-stαT下-shαped ωt“th nucleus C , C � R, if for αny point r ε R there 

exists α point cεC such thαt the line segmeηt rc completely ωithin R. 

Hence, essentially, we can compute the boundary of ri, that is njヲ肖rij ヲ by a 

construction of the lower envelope of the curves {rij} under a polar coordinate 

system around a point p in Pi. Since any pair of curves rij and rik intersects 

at most constant times , we can compute the lower envelope in O(η10ど nlog η)

time [2]; all weak Voronoi regions can be computed in O(n210g* n log 刈 time.

However, this construction is inefficient since redundant �-Points ,which does not 

contribute to the boundary of a weak Voronoi region ri , are always involved. 
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Figure 5.3: A weak Voronoi region ri which has a hole R inside 

Sin削he weak Voronoi 陀gion of anε-Point Pi is d伽mined by the neighbors 

of puwe canImprove the construction if we know neighbors of each FPoint in 

advance. M…xactlyぅ by theorem 5.5, a point p is 0川e boMaMTz oｭ

if p satisfies m(p,pi) = M*(p)・If we know , for each point p in the plane, which 
ε -PO 凶 determines M* (p) , w附e can 位附凶ch伽ed山un凶1
OI ri十. 

Based on the idea, we consider a partition of the plane according to which 
ιPoint determines M* (p). 

Definition 5.9 (Partition D(S) of the Plane) 

Let S be α set of トJDoints PÎ ,... ， p~ ・ D(S) is the pαrtition of the plαne into 
regions D1 (S) , . • • , Dn (S) defined as folloω 

Di(S) = {pIM(p， 品) =M窓 (p)}

わ Now， we introduce a theorem that relates the partition D(S) 加d a weak 
いoronOl reglOn. 

Theorem 5.10 (Components of ri) 

Let S be α set of ε -JDoints PÎ , • • • ，凡
Aωeαk Voronoi region ri is expressed by ri = Uj (rij n Dj(S)) ・
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Proof. 

First, we show that Ti ヨしJj (Tij n Dj(S)) is true by proving Ti ~ Tij 什 Dj(S)

for any j. From the definition of D(S) , any point p in Dj(S) satisfies M(pヲめ) 二

M*(p). If p is in Tij n Dj (S) , p satisfies m(p ， ふ) 三 M(pうめ) = M*(p); which 
implies p ε Ti by theorem 5.5. Hence, we can conclude that Tij n Dj(S) � Ti , and 
also Ti ~ Uj (アij n Dj(S)). 

Next , we show that Ti satis五es Ti � Uj (Tij n Dj(S)). 

Consider a point p in Ti ・ By theorem 5.5 , p satisfies m(p, Pi) ~ Mホ (p). Henceう

for an é-Point め that satisfies M (p , 1ち) = M*(p) ぅ p satisfies m(p, Pi) 三 M(p， pj);

which implies p ε Tij ・ 1n addition, p is in Dj (S) from the de白山ion of Dj (S). 

From these observations, we can conclude that p satis五es p ε Tij n Dj(S) , and 
also γi � Uj(Tij n Dj(S)). 

Finallyぅ we can conclude that Ti Uj (Tij 内 Dj(S)) since γi satis五es both 

Ti ~ Uj (Tij n Dj(S)) and Ti � Uj(Tij n Dj(S)). 口

By theorem 5.10, the construction of Ti is reduced to constructions of Tij n 

Dj(S). To construct Tt, we need only é-Points め that satisfy Tij 内 Dj(S) i= �. 1n 

addition , to construct the boundαTy of Ti instead of Ti itself, we need only ε-Points 
Pj that satisfies a condition thatθTij passes through the interior of Dj (S). 

If a region Dj(S) is bounded, we can construct the boundary of Tij n Dj(S) as 

follows. First ぅ we find all the intersections between θTij and θDj(S) by traversing 

θDj(S) . Then traverse θγij from a point of in五nity while ordering these intersecｭ

tions according the order they appear onθTij; we have all the endpoints of fragｭ

ments of θTij that appear in Dj(S) (see Fig. 5.4). 1n a case ofθTij nθDj(S) = ø, 
there is two possibilities of Dj(S) � Tij or Dj(S) nTij = 日; which can be deterｭ

mined by testing a point q in Dj(S) is also in Ti] or not 

On the other hand, if Dj(S) is unbounded , we need to distinguish four cases 
to test whether θTij nθDj(S) = 日 or not. The four cases are depicted in Fig. 

5.5; which are distinguished according to the relative location and the directions 

ofθTtj and θDj(S). 

In the followi時 theorems ， we describe properties of Tij n Dj(S) in a case of 

θTij nθDj(S) = 日. Based on these theorems , we can construct the boundary of 
Tij n Dj(S) also for an unbounded Dj(S). 

Theorem 5.11 Let Cj be αn unbounded connected component 01 Dj(S). 11 αny 

point p on θCj sαtisfies m(p, Pi) < M (p , Pj) and some point q on θTij satisfies 

q (j. Cj , then Cj n Tij = Cj ・
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Figure 5.4: Common regions between Dj(S) and T 
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Figure 5.5: Possible locations of θTij when Dj(S) is unbounded 
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Proof. 

Since any point p onθCj satisfies m(p,pi) < M(p必) = M* (p) , Cj satisfies 

θC3ETzj and θCj nθrij �. In addition , since a point q onθrij is not in 

Cj , the entire θrij is outside of Cj ・ Henceぅ Cj satisfies Cj � rij; which implies 
Cj n rij = Cj 口

Theorem 5.12 Let Cj be αn unbounded connected componeηt of Dj(S). 1f αny 

point p on θCJ Sαtisfies m(p， 必)く M (p , Pj) and some point q on θrij sαtisfies 

qε Cj ， then θ(Cjnrij) =θCjUδrij 

Proof. 

Since any point p onθCj satisfies m(p, Pi) < M (p ， め) = M* (p) , Cj satisfies 

θC35Tzj and θCj nθrij = �. In addition , since a point q onθrij is in Cj , the 
entire θrij is inside of Cj ・ Hence ， Cj satisfiesθCJj ETtj and θrij � Cj; which 

implies θ(Cjnrij) =θCj Uθrij・口

Theorem 5.13 Let Cj be αn unbounded connected component of Dj(S). 1f αny 

point p on θCj sαtisfies m(p， ふ) > M(p必)αnd some point q on θTij satisfies 

qε Cj ， then Cj sαtisfies Cj n Tij = rij ・

Proof. Since any point p onθCj satisfies m(p, Pi) > M(p必) = M*(p) ぅ the

entire δCj is outside of rij. In addi七ion ， since a point q onθrij is in Cj , the entire 
θηj is inside of Cj. Henceヲ Cj satisfies rij � Cj; which implies Cj n rij ニ rij 口

Theorem 5.14 Let Cj be αn unbounded connected component of Dj(S). 1f αny 

point p on θCj sαtisfies m(p,pi) > M(p， pj) αηd some point q on θrij is not in 

Cj, then Cj sαtisfies Cj n rij = �. 

Proof. 

Since any point p onθCj satisfies m(p， ゑ) > M(p ,pj) = Mぺp) ， the entire 

θCj is outside of rij ・ In addition , since a point q onθrij is not in Cj , the entire 
θrij is outside of Cj ・ Hence ， Cj satisfies Cj n rij =日口

From the discussion above, once we have the diagram D(5) , we can construct 
each weak Voronoi region without redundant �-Points. However, from a view of 

computational complexity, we need to care about the complexity of D(5). In the 
nex七 section ， we introduce geometric properties of D(S) and show that it can be 

constructed in O(ηlog 的 time if all �-Points have the same size of input error. 
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5.2.2 Cluster Voronoi Diagram 

The diagram D(5) introduced in this chapter has a close relationship with cluster 

Voronoi diαgram described in [8]. Cluster Voronoi diagram was introduced by 

H. Edelsbrunner et al. in [8] as a tool for complete linkage clustering. A set of 

points is called cluster, and let 5 be a set ofηclusters Pl . . . ,Pn , and let o(p, (j) = 
max{ d(p , q) Iq ε (j} be the distance from a point p to a cluster (j. The domain 

Vi(5) of cluster Pi in S is given by 以 (5) = {plo(pぅ品) ::; o(p， め)ぅ 1 ::; j 三 η} 
The cluster V(仰noi diαgram ν'(5) is the partition of the plane into domains. As 
shown in Fig. 5.6 ぅ a domain is not necessarily connected and the complexity of 

a cluster Voronoi diagram is not necessarily O(n). Also, the domain of a cluster 

may be empty. For example, if 吟 properly contains Pi ， ν'1 (5) is empty since for 
any po凶 p in the plane satisfies O(P ,Pi) < o(pうめ).

Apparently, the diagram D(S) is a kind of cluster Voronoi diagram if an 

�-Points is identified with a set of its vertices. 

Vi(S) 

Figure 5.6: An example of a disconnected domain め(5)

The literature [8] describes the following theorem 5.15 on a cluster Voronoi 
diagram. 
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Theorem 5.15 Let S be α set of clusters in the plαne ， αnd let N be the sum of 

the cαrdinalities oJ the clusters. The clωter Voronoi diαgram ν(S) oJ S satisfies 

Jollowing: 

1. The number oJ JIαces of V(S) is O(N2α(N)) 

2. 1J the convex hulls oJ any two clusters αre disjoint, then ν(S) contαins at 
most ISI regions. The number oJ edges αnd vertices in this cαse is O(N) ・

3. V(S) cαn be constructed in O(N2α(N)) time. 

1n the αbove stαte附nts， α(η) denotes the inverse oJ Ackermann's function. 

The literature [8] also gives an example ofν(S) that has O(N2) faces. Thu 

the quadratic complexity 0ぱf a cluster Voωro∞noi diagram is essentially inevitable 

without posing any restriction on clusters. 

By theorem 5.15, in general , if the size of �-Points are small compared with 

the distances between them, the number of faces of D(S) is O(η) ・ On the other 

hand. if the size of �-Points become large ぅ the number of faces of D(S) will grow 

up to O(n2a(η)). It seems that if the size of �-Point is suffiωntly small ぅ D(S)
can be constructed e伍ciently. However ぅ the construction algorithm introduced 

in [8] takes at least O(ポ) time for any set of clusters; the sub-quadratic time 

construction of a cluster Voronoi diagram with low complexity is listed as an 

open pro blem in [8]. 

1n the following , we show theorems about a cluster Voronoi diagram as listed 

below: 

1. If the convex hulls of any two clusters have exactly two right common 

tangents ぅ the complexity of the diagram is O(N) 

2. If the convex hulls of clusters are the same under parallel translation, the 
diagram can be constructed in O(n log 的 time for ηclusters with constant 

number of points. 
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Pi 

r 

Cr 

Figure 5.7: A point r is in Vi(S) if a circle Cr with center r contains only 'ﾎJi 

Preliminaries 

B(払 ij) is the bisector between clusters defined a.s B(戸イ) = {plð(p, �) = ð(p, ij)}. 
R(ム ij) is the region given by R(仇 ij) = {plð(p ,þ) :S ð(p, ij)}. For a set V of 

points, let F(V) denote the furthest Voronoi diagram of V , and let 凡 (V) denote 

the Voronoi region of v ε V in F(V). For a cluster 払 T(þ) denotes the skeleton 

of the cluster, that is ヲ the geometric graph induced by the edges of the furthest 

Voronoi diagram of the vertices of ゚. 

Geometric Properties 

Lemma 5.16 Let l be α right tangent 01 Pi. 1J l covers αII clusters in S , the 
domain Vi (S) contα'lns α point of infinity. 

Proof. Let v be a vertex at which l touches Pi , and let l' be the half line that is 

perpendicular to 1 and emanating from v. Consider the smallest enclosing circle 

Cr of 'ﾎJi with center r on l' (see Fig. 5.7). Since all clusters are covered by l, we 
can choose r so far from v that Cr contains no cluster except Pi; which implies 

that r is in Vi(S). When we moveγalong l' toward infinity, the proposition holds. 
口

From lemma 5.16 ヲ the following corollary is introduced. 
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C 

Figure 5.8: The circle C吋 centered at ro on B(p, q) touches ゚  and (j at p and q. 

Corollary 5.17 Let l be α common right tαngent of Pí αηd 1ち . If l covers all 

clωters in S , then θν'i(S) αnd θVj(S) shαres αhαlf line. 

Lemma 5.18 Let ゚  and q be clusters, and let C be α connected components of 

B(ム (j). A vertex of α cluster contγibutes to only one sequence of edges of C. 

Proof. The proof is based on the argument in [8]. 

Let Cr denote 七he smalles七 circle centered at r that contains entire ﾞ and q. 
For a point ro on C , let p and q be the vertices at which Cro touches ゚  and q 

respectively (see Fig. 5.8). By a chord pqぅ C is separated into two circular arcs. 

Imagine that a point r s七arts from ro and goes along C. As 10ng as Cr touches 

p and q only at p and q, one circular arc of Cr continues to grow, and the other 
continues to shrink (see Fig. 5.9). We now prove that while ァ goes along C , the 
growing part of Cr continues to grow and the shrinking part continues to shrink. 

At some time of the movement, r goes into a new edge of C and a vertex 

of a cluster appears on the shrinking arc of Cr ・ Withouも 108s of genera1ity, we 
assume that a vertex q' of q appear8 on the shrinking arc when r reaches rl (see 

Fig. 5.10). Apparently, q' is the adjacent vertex of q that was included in the 
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Figure 5.9:When T moves along an edge of CFOne part of Cr shrinks and the 
other grows 

C 

Figure 5.10: A new vertex q' appears on the shrinking arc of C
r1 
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Figure 5.11: The vertex q is contained in the growing part of Cr when r starts 

from Tl 

shrinking part of Cr ・ Observe that the chord of Cr changes from 丙 to 丙7or dｭ
When T leaves from Tl , q must be included 出 Cr sinα q' becomes 抗ri州弘山r
from r than q (see Fig. 5.11). It implies that q is on the new grow�g arc wnen 

r reaches at Tl ・ Hence ， while r goes on C , the growing arc continues to grow. 

Similarly, the shrinking arc continues to shrink. 
From the discussion above ぅ once a vertex q of a cluster is contained in the 

grow叩art仏 it n…ppωrs onいn出ing part of Cr; q never cont伽:

もo C again 
By the-rem 5 は the bisector B(þ, (j) contains no closed curve, nor self-

intersection. Hence, we have 七he follow匤g corollary on the bisector. 

Corollary 5.19 For clusters Þ αnd q, the bisector B(þ, (j) consists of unbounded 

CUTves without self-intersections. 
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Theorem 5.20 Let ゚  be α cluster with m vertices Vl ， ・・ • 'Vm1 αnd let q be α cluster 

with η vertices ω1 ， . . . ,W n . The complexity 01 the bisector B(þ, q) is O(m + η) . 

Proof. 

First, we show that R(þ, q) and R( (j , �) can be decomposed into at most 

ηand m convex regions respectively. R(ゑ (j) can be decomposed into n parts 

R1 (乱・・・ 3 凡t(民) according to which vertex of (j contributes to the part. Each 

part ~(þ) is given by 

Ri(゚) 

一 {plωi is the fαrthest ve巾x 01 (j from p} n {plð(p , þ) 三 d(p ， 叫)}

一りpld(払叫)三 d(p，Wj)}) n白川山(p，Wi)}) 
As the expression shows, ~ (戸) is the in同rsection of m +ηhalf planes; which 

is a (possibly empty) convex region. Hence, R(�) can be decomposed into at 
most n convex regions. Similarly R((j) can be decomposed into at most m convex 

regions. Observe that since the plane is already decomposed into R(゚) and R(q) , 
the plane is decomposed into O(m+n) convex regions. Since the geometric graph 

G induced by the decomposition of the plane is a planar graph with O(m + n) 

faces and each vertex of G has at least three edges, G has at most O(m + η) 

edges by Euler's relation for planar graphs. Hence ぅ B(払 (j) has at most O(m十 η)

edges since all edges in B (ム (j) are the edges of G. 口

The skeleton of a cluster gives a fundamental structure of its domain. The 

following lemma 5.21 and its proof is a restatement of the argument in [8]. 

Lemma 5.21 Let S be α set 01 clusters Pl , . . • ,Pn. A ny point in Vi (S) Cαn be 

connected to T(ふ) by α straight line segment that lies er出rely in Vi(S). 

Proof. Let p be a point in Vi(S) , and let Cp be the smallest circle with center p 

that contains entire Pi. Since p is in Vi(S) ぅゑ is the only cluster contained in Cp • 

Let v be the point at which Cp 七ouches Pi. Consider a point q starts from p, 
and moving toward v along the segment 野. Until Cq touches other vertex of Pi , 
Cq contains only Pi since Cq is in Cp. When other vertex of Pi appears on Cq) q 

is on T(ふ) by the definition of skeleton. If no other vertex appears on Cq , the 
circle vanishes; which implies v is the only point in Pi. 口
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Figure 5.12: Vertices of two clusters are grouped into four sets V, W, X and Y 

Theorem 5.22 Let S be α set of clusters P1 ぅ・・ ， p~ ， αnd let C be α curve of 

θVi (S). The edges on C to which α vertex p of Pi contributes cαn be sorted 

αccording to their polαγαηgle αround p. 

Proof. We show that any distinct points on C can not have the same polar 

angle around p. 

Let q and q' be the points on C that have the same polar angle around p. We 

assume that q is farther from p than q'. Let Cq be the smallest circle centered 

at q that contains entire Pí , and let Cql the circle defined similarly. Since q' is on 
the segment pq , Cql is properly contained in Cq. The existence of q' implies that 

there is anoもher cluster entirely contained in Cq; which is a contradiction. 口

Theorem 5.23 1f clusters Þ αnd q has exactly two common right tαngents， T(�) 

intersects 1ì(þ , ij) in α connected tree. 

Proof. We split the vertices of ゙  into two sets V and W. A vertex of ゙  is in V 

if it is a vertex of conv(� U q) , or in W if not. Similarly, we split the vertices of q 

in七o X and Y. 
Let t and t' be the common right tangents, and let po and P1 be vertices of ゙  

at which t and t' touch ゚  respectively. Since 戸 is a convex polygon, vertices of V 

and W are separated by a line l that passes through Po and Pl (see Fig. 5.12). 
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FV3 

FV2 

V4 
FVj 

Fv。

σ(V，W) 

Figure 5.13: For linearly separated sites, the furthest Voronoi diagram is sepaｭ
rated by the merge chain 

Let σ(V， W) be the set of Voronoi edges that are shared by pairs of 凡 (þ) and 

凡(þ) for v ε V， ωε W . Since V and W are linearly separated by l ， σ (V， W) is a 

connected chain of segments by the property of a furthest Voronoi diagram, and 
all Voronoi regions of vertices in V appears in the same side of σ(V， W). We call 

the side ofσ(V， W) in which Voronoi regions of vertices in W appears left side 

σL ぅ and the other side σR (see Fig. 5.13). We includeσ(V， W) in σL and σR. 

To prove the proposition , we show the following: 

(1) T(W) 円 σL intersects 1ì(ム q) in a connected tree 

(2)σ(V， W) is in 1ì(ム q)

(3) T(V) nσR intersects 1ì(ゑ ij) in a connected tree 
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p 

Figure 5.14: Since ωis not a vertex of conv(� U ij) , at least one vertex of ij is in 

the right half plane of lw 

Since V and W are linearly separated, T(民) equals to (T(W) nσL) uσ (V:ぅ W)u
(T(V) nσR) ・ Hence ， the proposition is established by proving (1) ,(2) , and (3) ・

• Proof of (1) 

We show that for each vertexωin W ヲ its Voronoi region 凡(VUW) in the 

furthest Voronoi diagram F(V u W) is in R(払 ij). 

Consider a point p in Fw(V U W). Let Cp be the smallest circle centered 

at p that contains entire þ, and let lw be the tangent of Cp at ω(see Fig. 
5.14). We assume that ん is directed so that Cp is in Hι(ん)

Since ωis not a vertex of conv(� u q) , there is at least one vertex of ij in 

H元 (lw) ・It means that 8(p, �) < 8(p, ij); which implies p E R(ム q). The 

argument is true for all points in Fw(VUW). We conclude 七hat F，ψ (VUW) �; 
R(戸， ij) for anyωin W; which implies T(V U W) nσL is in R(ム q) ・ Since
T(W) 内 σL corresponds to T(V U W) nσL ， T(W) nσL is in R(þ, ij) ・

• Proof of (2) 

By the proof of (1) ヲ UWEW θ凡(V U W) is in R(ム ij) ・ Since σ(V， W) � 

Uwεw θFω(V U W) ， σ(V， W) is in R(払 ij). 
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• Proof of (3) 

By the proof of (1) ヲ no vertex of W contributes to B(仇 q). Similarly, 
no vertex of Y contributes to B(þ, q). It means that R(ム q) corresponds 

to R(V, X). Since V and X are linearly separated by 1, T(V) intersects 
R(V, X) in a connected tree by the theorem in [8] that ザ the convex hulls 

01 the clusters αγepαzrωise disjoint, the skeleton 01 α cluster intersects the 

domain 01 the clusteγ zn α connected tree (see Fig. 5.15) 

We show 七hat T(V) 門 σR intersects R(þ, q) in a connected tree by verifying 

that T(V)nR(ゑ q)nσR is connected and acyclic. Clearly, T(V)内R(ゑ q)nσR

is acyclic since T(V) is acyclic. Consider two points x and y in T(V) n 

R(þ, q) nσR. Since x and y are in T(V) n R(ゑ q) ， there is a unique path 

P from x to y in a tree T(V) パ R(ム q) . If P does not intersect σ(V， W) , x 

and y are also connected by P in T(V) n R(ム q) nσR・If P intersects with 

σ(V， W) , let Xo be the 五rst intersection point of P withσ(V， W) , and let 
Yo be the last. Then, consider a path x • Xo • Yo • y. It is obvious tha七

the path from x to Xo and the path from yo to y are in T(V) n R(þ, q) nσR. 

The path from Xo to yo is also in T(V) n R(ム q) 門 σR by the proof of (2). 

Hence, in T(V) n R(払 q) 内 σR ， there is a path that connects x and y. 

From the discussion above ぅ T(V) n R(ム q) nσR is a tree (For example, see 
Fig. 5.16). 口
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, , 
, , 

Figure 5.15: Since V and X are linearly separated, T(V) intersects R(V, X) in a 

connected tree 
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R(会， a)

σL 

Figure 5.16: Since ﾟ and q has exactly two common right tangents,T(V U W) 

intersects R(ム q) in a connected tree 
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Theorem 5.24 Let 5 be α set of clusters ]51 ，・・・ 7 仏・ 1f αny pair of the clusｭ
ters hαs exαctly two right commoηtαngents， the叫 for αηY Pi , the skeleton T (仇)
intersects 以 (5) in α connected tree. 

Proof. For a cluster 乱 let Tj (品) be the part of T(品) that intersects R(丸め) • 
By theorem 5.23ヲ号(払) is a connected tree- Consider T = nLIT〉(長ふ the
common part of T1 (乱・・ぅ Tn(þ) ・If T is a tree , the proposition holds. Since T is 

clearly acyclic , we concentrate on its connectivity. 
L ω 此;ムんbe叩叩p卯oi凶ntωS 1凶n T. S臼i… 凶 ν a訂are陀e i凶n日叫1川a
山i同q叩th P 仕om x to y 山i)ω oc∞on凶向山1北m向t凶ωa幻i山I

implies P i詰S 1泊n T. Hence, we conclude that T is connected. 

By lemma 521and theorem 524, the following corollary is introduced. 

Corollary 5.25 Let 5 be α s et of clusters ]51, . ..， メ1 ・ 1f αny pαir of the clusters 
hαs emctjjttuorwcommoη向山 f山川， tωom仰 ν以削附iパぷ(伊5) is cωOηm仰ne仰d

Finallv、 we have a corollary on 批 complexity of a cluster Voronoi diagram 

of 問1ml5nt clusters The main point is 山t if any clusters are the same under 
parallel 七ranslation ， any pair of them has exactly two common right tangents ・
Hence, we have the following corollary. 

Corollary 5.26 Let S be α set of clusters P1 , ..., Pn. 1f clusters αre the sαme 
under pαγαllel translation, for αny Pi , the domαin Vi (S) is connected αnd the 
comple幻ty of V(5) is O(n). 
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Construction of a Cluster Voronoi Diagram 

In this section , we assume that all clus七ers are distinct and the same under parallel 
translation. To construct a cluster Voronoi diagram ぅ we apply the divide-andｭ

conquer scheme, which is originally developed for Voronoi diagram of points, 
described in [31]. Let 51 be a subset of 5 and let S2 be 5 -51 ・ We define merge 

curve M(51, 52) of a cluster Voronoi diagram ν(5) as the set of Voronoi edges in 

ν(5) shared by pairs ofθ以 (5) and θνj(5) ， for Pi E 5L and Pj ε SR. The entire 

construction algorithm is described as follows. 

• Construction algorithm of a cluster Voronoi diagram of equivalent clusters 

Step 1 Split 5 into equal sized subsets 5 L αnd 5R by mediαn x-coordinαte 

αmong the leftmost vertices of clusters in 5. 

Step 2 Construct V(5L) αηdν(5 R) recursi似y.

Step 3 Find αllhαlf lines in ν(5). 

Step 4 Construct the merge curve M(5L, 5R). 

Step 5 Discαrd all the edges of ν(5L ) αηdν(5R) thαtαre not in ν(5). 

The correctness of the algorithm depends on the merge curve construction. 

In the following lemmas う we show that each connected component of the merge 

curve contains a half line in V(5); we can traverse all components of the merge 

curve by starting from the half lines inν(5). 

Lemma 5.27 Let 5 be α set of clusters P1 , • • . , 'Âη ・ When αηω cluster Pn+1 is 

αdded， 以 (5) 三九(5 U {Pn+Il) UνIn+1 (5 U {Pn+Il) holds. 

Proof. If Vi (5) does not shrink by the addition of ル+1 ， the proposition holds. 

If Vi (S) shrinks by the addi七ion of Pn+1' the shrunk part is contained inν'n+1 (5u 

{pπ+l} ).口

Theorem 5.28 Let S be α set of clusters が1 ， .・・ 3 仏 that αre the sαme under 

pαrallel translαtion， αnd sorted αccording to their lejtmost x-coordinates. For 

SL ニ {Pl' . ・・ 'Pln/2j} and 5 R = {Pln/2J+l ぃ・けがh} ， no closed curve is in the merge 

curυe M(5L1 5R). 
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Figure 5.1 7: A righ t tangen t of a cl uster in 5 R covers all cl usters in S L 

Proof. Consider a case that a closed curve C of M(SL , SR) contains parts of 
domains of clusters in S R. 

Since all domains are connected by corollary 5.26 , it implies that the inside of 

C is partitioned into domains of clusters in S R. Consider a cluster Þ ε SR whose 
domain is in C. By lemma 5.27, the domain of ゚  in ν(SL U {゚}) is bounded by 

C and surrounded by domains of clusters in SL ・
On the other hand , the domain of ゙  in V(5L U {゚}) is unbounded by lemma 

5.16 since the leftmost vertex of ゙  is to the right of 七he leftmost vertices of clusters 

in 5
L
; the right tangent of ゚  pa凶lel to y-axis covers all clusters in 5 L (see Fig. 

5.17). This implies a contradiction. Hence, there is no closed curve that conta匤s 

parts of domains of clusters in S R ・
By a similar argument, we can prove that there is no closed curve C' of 

M(SL , SR) that contains regions of clusters in SL since all clusters are the same 
under parallel translation and sorted according to leftmost vertices; the rightmost 

vertex of a cluster in SR is to the right of the rightmost vertices of clusters in 5L. 

口

Find All Half Lines in a Cluster Voronoi Diagram 

By corollary 5.17 , we can find all half lines in V(5) by the same method described 

in section 3.3.3 that finds all boundary lines of 凡n(5) for angular equivalent 
polygons. Hence, we can 白nd all half lines in ν(5) in O(ηlog 川 time.
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w 

Figure 5.18: A new edge appears on the merge curve at the closer of Pv and Pw 

Construction of a 乱1erge Curve 

Consider we are on a point P of M (S L ぅ 5R) , and going along a line l emanating 

from p (remember that we already have half lines in M(SLl SR)). We can find 

edges of M(SL , SR) as follows. 
Assume that p is on the bisector B (仏め) of 'A in SL and Pj in SRl and let v 

be the farthest vertex of Pi from p, and let w be the farthest vertex of 吟 from P 

(see Fig. 5.18). 

Consider a point r that starts from p and goes along M(SL15R). By the 

proof of lemma 5.18う a new edge appears when the shrinking part of Cr touches 

a vertex of Pi or 1-ち. The point at which the new edges appears can be calculated 

as follows. 

Let v' be the vertex of Pi that is adjacent to v in the shrinking part of Cr ヲ and

let w' be the vertex of pj that is adjacent toωand in the shrinking part of Cr. 

Consider the perpendicular bisectors lv of 七he segment vv' , and lωof the segment 
ww'. Let Pv and Pw be the points at which lv and lωintersect 1 respectively. 

共

「田園園・・園田園圃圃園田国園田・・・ 軍司・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・園正二
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Apparently, the shrinking p山f Cr t似hes v' orω， when T rea伽 at 巾 closer
of Pv and Pw' Hence, we can find a new edge of M (5 L, 5 R) in cons凶nt 七1me.

The remaining problem is to and the exit point at which M(SL,SR)leaves 

the domain of Pi or 仇 We can find the point by traversing θVi (SL) andθVj (SR) 
every time a new edge is fou山n M(SL , SR); however, it 附s O(が) time since 

δVi (SL) and θVj (SR) have O(η) edges in the worst case and M(SL , SR) can have 

O(η) edges. 
we can emciently and the exit point by theorem 522.Consider a vertex U of 

Pi ・ Let C1 be the part of B(乱戸j) to which the vertex V of Pi contributes ヲ and
let C

2 
be 七he part of θVi (SJ..，) to which the vertex V of Pi contributes. By theorem 

5.22 , the segments on C1 and C2 are sorted around v. To find in此l比te町rs岱ectiωonsl沼S 

be仰tれ…V
t出ha抗t have 一e same polar angle around U Hence?intersections between Cland 

Cっ can be found in time proportional to 七he number of segments in C1 and C2 ・
L 

The time used in the merge curve construction is bounded 
by the sum of the 

number of edges in V(SL) ， ν (SR) and M(SL , SR); which is O(n) ・ Hence ， the 

entire cluster Voronoi diagram can be constructed in 
O(ηlogn) time. 
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5.2.3 Construction of Weak Voronoi Regions 

In this section, we show how to construct weak Voronoi regions with the aid of a 

cluster Voronoi diagram. 

• Construction algorithm of a weak Voronoi region Ti 

Stepl Locate Pi in D(S) 

Find a region R of D(S) in which the center p of Pi locates. 

Step2 Traverse D(S) and visit regions of D(S) that intersect Ti 

In the traverse, we use breadth 白rst search on the adjacency graph of 

regions of D(S). While traversing, we examine whether 七he visiting 

region T of D(S) shares a region with Ti. In that cぉe ， we compute the 

components of the boundary of T n Ti. The search starts from R found 

in Step 1 and stops when any adjacent regions do not share a region 

with Ti' If the traverse does not terminate after visiting O( n) edges of 

D(S) , stop the traverse. 

Step3 Construct θTi 

If the traverse was stopped in Step 2, construct θηby computing 

n1戸γ2J ・ Otherwise ， connect the components ofθTi computed in Step 

2. 

In step 1, we can use an existing point locαtion method such as in [31]. In step 
2, we construct an adjacency graph whose vertices correspond with the regions 
of D(S) which share a region with Ti' Vertices are connected by an edge only if 

their corresponding regions are adjacent in D(S). 

By lemma 5.6, the region R found in Step 1 is ensured to share a region with 

Ti. In Step 2, by traversing the boundary of T, we can check whether it shares a 

region with Ti and θTi passes through the inside of it. If θηis turned out to pass 

through the inside of a region of Dj(S) , we store the intersection between θTij 

and θDj(S) in the data structure corresponding to the edge ofθDj(S) at which 

they intersect. AIso, for each intersection between θTi and θDj(S) ， we store the 

information about which component of θTij is connected to it. The components 

of θTij computed in Step 2 correspond to the components ofθTi. 

In S tep 3, we construct θTi by connecting the components of it found in 

Step 2. We can traverse the components in the order they appear onθηsince 

~ 
ー・・・・・・・園田画面画面画面画面画面画面E同・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・圃・圃.
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i is constructed from a diagram D (S) Figure 5.19: A weak Voronoi re 

components adjacent onθri share the same endpoint in D(S); which is recorded 

in Step 2. 
Since a weak Voronoi r陀eglぬon iおs s討impがly connected by theorem 5.8 ヲ the breadth 

白…凶…i一…i一e伺即a訂r帥ch from R 白釦fin仙1
ensures that the entire θTηi is constructed. For the example in Fig. 5.19, we can 

construc七 δri as follows: 

(1) locate the center p of 'A, then we find the region R. 

(2) S tart bread仙台st search from R , then we fi.nd the componentsθriゎ δrikJ
θril ， and θrim. 

(3) Connect these components, then we getθ九・
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We analyze the time complexity to construct ηweak Voronoi regions rl ，・ ・・ ， rn. 

We denote the complexity of D(S) as N. 

In Step 1, one point location query can be processed in O(log N) time with 
O(N log N) pre-process time. Since ηis not more than N , O(八T log N +n log N) = 

O(N log N) time is used in Step l. 

In Step 2, the computation time depends on the input. First consider a worst 

case that someε-Point 'A is so large that contains most of other ε-Points. In th﨎 

case , we need to traverse most of D(S) to construct ri; which results in O(N) 

time. Without cut off in the traverse, we need overall O( nN) time. To prevent 
this , we cut 0百 the traverse after visiting O(吋 edges in D(S); which results in 

overall O(n2
) time. On the other hand, consider a case that the size of each 

c-Points is su伍ciently small compared with their relative distances. In the case, 
we need to traverse only adjacent regions of Dr(ふ). In addition, since c-Points 
can be considered to be distributed uniformly in 七he plane, each region of D(S) 
has at most constant number of adjacent regions on average. Hence, each segment 
of D(S) is traversed at most constant times; which results in overall O(n) time 

in Step 2. 

In Step 3, we traverse the componen七s ofθη; the time to construct θri depends 

on the complexity ofθri itself. By a similar discussion in Step 2 ぅ it takes O(η) 

time in best case. By theorem [9], the complexity ofδηis O(η10ど η); which 

implies worst case O(η210ど η) time. On the other hand , if all traverses were cut 
off in Step 2, we need O(n2 10ど ηlogn) time. 

From the discussion above, once we have the diagram D(S) , we can construct 
all weak Voronoi regions in O(Nlog N) time (best case) or in O(η210g* n log n) 

time (worst case). The best case occurs when ε-Points are distributed uniformly. 

Let us summarize our method. D(S) can be constructed in O(n2α(n)) by the 

method in [8]. For a special case that all c-Points have the same size of input 

error, D(S) can be constructed in O(nlog 吋 time from the discussion in section 

5.2.2. Hence, the overall construction time including the construction of D(S) is: 

l. If all c-Points have the same size of input error, 

。(nlogn) time (best case) or O(η210ど nlog 刈 time (worst case) 

2. Otherwiseう

。(n2α(η)) time (best case) or O( n2 10g*ηlog n) time (worst case) 
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5.3 Strong Voronoi Regions 

In this secもion ， we introduce geometric properties of a strong Voronoi region ~. 
Then we describe a construction algorithm of strong Voronoi regions. 

5.3.1 Geometric Properties of a Strong Voronoi Region 

First, consider an elementary strong Voronoi region Rij determined by two �-Points 

Pi and の

Definition 5.29 (Strong Voronoi Region Rj) 

Rj = {pIM(p ， ふ) ::; m(p， 長j)}

A strong Voronoi region Rj is the complement of rji; which is convex as 

shown in Fig. 5.1. By definition 5.3, ~ is given by nj戸14j. Since ~j is convexぅ

凡 is a simple connected region. 

Next , we describe a condition that a point is contained in ん

Theorem 5.30 Let S be α set of ε -Points P1 , ・・・ 3 仏 p αnd let m: (p) be the 

viecewise minimum function min {m(p , Pj) lJ手丸 1 三 j 三 n} ・ The ηeceωS幻SαγUαηd
;u伊~ffic附 CωO耐zo仰7ηψ1， f炉o討or α 仰
m;れ(ωωpω) . 

Proof 川ed白ω仙efi由白fini比凶ti山i

Since 凡 iおs g伊1\討ven by R凡i- 門刊j i=戸iR凡t材j ， the proposition holds. 

From the above theorem, we can introduce a simple sumdent condition that 

a strong Voronoi region becomes empty. 

Theorem 5.31 Let 5 be α set of ε -Points P1 ぃ・・ 9 仏・ 1fPi and Pj intersect, both 

~αnd Rj is empty. 

Proof. Since Pi and Pj intersect, for any po仇in凶七 pl凶n the p凶la加ne久， m(ωp， p戸必~) < M(ωp ， Pi) 
凶s. H恥恥ler加e白en吋七は出ωhe児e…15.3ωp山C∞onta凶伽ir叫

R-� i詰s a叫lsωo empμty. 

J Bぉed on the same idea for weak Voronoi regions ぅ we consider a partition of 

the plane according もo mi. This partition corresponds to the Voronoi diagram of 
a set of polygons S ¥ {ふ} if we see an ε-Poi凶 as a polygon. 

Next, we show a relationship between a strong Voronoi region and the dia-

gram. 
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Theorem 5.32 (Components of a Strong Voronoi Region 九)

Let 5 be α set 01 ε -Points P1 γ ・ 1メt ， αnd let V (5) be the Voronoi diαgram of 

α set 5 01 polygons， αnd let 1う (5) be the Voronoi region of 1ち in V(5). Then， 九

is expressed αs: 

~ニ Uj(Rjn Vj (5\{ゑ}))

Proof. 

First, we show 九三 Uj (~j ハ Vj (5 ¥ {ふ})) by proving 九 三 九jn Vj (5\ {ゑ} )

holds for any j. 

By the defi凶ion of a Voronoi region, any point p in 1う (5 ¥ {ゑ}) satisfies 

m(p必) = mi(p). Hence, any point p in Rj n Vj(S ¥ {ゑ}) is in R by theorem 

5.30; which implies Rj n Vj(S ¥ {必})三九 . Since the same argument applies for 

any j , we can conclude that R 三九jn Vj (S\{品}). 

Nex七 ， we show R � U j (Rj n vj (5 ¥ {ふ})) is true. 

Consider an arbitrary point p in Ri' By theorem 5.30, p satisfies M(P， Pi) 三

mi (p). 1n addition, for め that satisfies m(p必) = mi(p) ぅ M(p， 吟) :S m(p， め)

holds; which implies p E Rj. On the other hand , by the definition of Vj(5¥ {必} ), 
p is in Vj(S¥ {Pi})' Since there is an �-Point ß ε S that satisfies m(p,ß) = m:(p) 

for any point p in Rぅ we can conclude that 九三 Uj(凡j n Vj(S ¥ {ふ})). 

針。m the discussion above , we can conclude 九= Uj(14j n Vj(S ¥ {pi})) is 

true. 口

By theorem 5.32, once we have the Voronoi diagram V(5 ¥ {ぬ})， we can 

construct the boundary of Ri by a similar method in the weak Voronoi region 

construction. However, we need a Voronoi diagram for each i; it is too slow to 

construct n Voronoi diagrams. 

The purpose we use the Voronoi diagram V(5 ¥ {ゑ}) is to exclude redundant 

�-Points that does not contribute to 九; which leads to an e伍cient construction 

of θ九. In fact , we do not need the entire diagram for the purpose; we show it in 
the next theorem 5.33. 

Theorem 5.33 (The Maximum Size of a Strong Voronoi Region) 

Let S be α set of ε -Points Pl ぃ・・ ， Pn ， and ~ be the strong Voronoi region of 

Pi ， αnd V(5) be the Voronoi diαgram of α set 5 01 polygons. For the Voronoi 

region Vi( 5) of Pi , 九四tisfies R � Vi(S). 
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Proof. Consider a point p in R ・ By the defi凶tion of a strong Voronoi reglOn, 
p satisfies d(pぅ !A(ふ))三 d(p ， !A(め)) (1 壬 j 三 η) for any possible arrangemenも
A in A(S) ・ Since there is a possible arrangement B tha七 satisfies d(p , !B(め)) = 

m(川) (1 三 j 三 η) ， m(川) = mi巾(川) 11 三 j 三 η}holds;whichimpi-s
P E Vi(S) by the 帥ition of Voronoi region. Sinceωame 叩m山ppili
for any point p in R , we can conclude that 九三 Vi (S)

Based on 山…mぅ to construct 丸 we 附d only tl叫art of V(S ¥ {川)
that overlaps Vi (S) ・ Moreover ， by the property of Voronoi diagram, Pj satisfies 

Vi(S) n 巧 (S ¥ {ふ})手目 only if its Voronoi region lG(S)is adjacent t014(S)ｭ

Hence、 tohd ali the ppoints that contributestO Rh it iS S11伍cient to find all 

the 州cer山句ions of vi (S) by traver叫何(S)

5.3.2 Construction of Strong Voronoi Regions 

From the discussion in the previous section , strong Voronoi regions can be conｭ

structed as follows. 

• Construction algorithm for strong Voronoi regions 

Stepl For a set S of ε_ Points, find intersections between ε-Points ヲ and
remove ones that intersects others. 

Step2 Consider an �-Point as an polygon and construct the Voronoi dia-

g 

Stωep3 For each εF一Poin凶l叫m七臼spめ孔3九九1 ，." ， pメ仏iら1わ， dωo the following: 

step3-1In V(S) , and all adjacent regions Mu-. ,Mmzof 14(S)ｭ

Step3-2 Construct the boundary of nj~l九ij

In Step 1, the intersection can be detected in O(ηlogη + K) time (K is 
the number of intersection) [6] ・ By theorem 5.31 , we know that strong Voronoi 

gions of removed �-Points are empty. 
In Step 2?the existing algorithm for Vom10i diagmI1of segments i351 can be 

used. 1n the algorithm, a polygon is tr則ed as a set of se伊ents. V(S) can be 

onstructed in 0 (n log 吋 time.
1n Step 3-1 , we traverseθvi (S) in time proportional to the number mi of 
仰cent 閃g… of Vi(S). 1n Step 以 we constructθ凡 by computing the inｭ

tersection of mi convex regions. Since θ九 is a curve whose component contall1S 
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parab01as, we need to care about the time comp1exity of construction of θR1 • 

Observe tha七 the boundary of elementary strong Voronoi regions Rj and Rk inｭ

tersect at most constant times. Hence, by theorem 2 in [9], the comp1exity of the 
boundary of the intersection nj=l Rj of k curves is O(k 10g本 k). This ensures that 

the intersection between ηj=IRtJ and n?と糾1Rj can be cons七ructed in O(k 10g* k) 

time by a method in [7]; which implies thatθ凡 can be recursively constructed 

in O( mi log* mi 10g mi) time. From the discussion, the time used in Step 2 is 

O(mi 10g本町 10gmi). By theorem 3 in [20], the number of edges in the adjacency 
graph of V(S) is O(n); ε~=l O( mi log* mi log mi) = O(n 10ど ηlogη). 

Finallyヲ we can conclude that all strong Voronoi regions can be constructed 

in O(n 10ど nlogn) time 

The value of K ranges from O(n) to O(η2) depending on the arrangement 

of �-Points. In a best case that �-Points are disjoint , K = O(n);strong Voronoi 

regions can be constructed in O(η10ど nlog n) time. In a wo凶 case 七hat any pair 

of �-Points intersects, K = O(η2); strong Voronoi regions can be constructed in 

O(n2) time. 

5.4 Applications 

• Nearest neighbor search with an imprecise input 

We can use strong Voronoi regions to verify the resu1t of a nearest neighbor 

search in a possible arrangement. Let ん(品) be the nearest neighbor of p 

in a possible arrangement of A. If p is contained in R , the result is valid; 
the on1y neares七 neighbor of p is Pi. On the other hand , if p is not in Ri' 

we can find all the candidates of nearest neighbor of p by finding all weak 

Voronoi regions that contains p. To find such regions , we can use a method 

for point enclosure problem in [19]. 

• Verification of the topological structure of a Voronoi diagram 

Once we have weak Voronoi regions , we can check whether the topological 
structure of the Voronoi diagram of a possible arrangement is stable against 

input errors. To check the stability of a Voronoi vertex V of a Voronoi 

diagram V , it is enough to count the number of weak Voronoi regions that 
contain v. We can prove that if there is only three weak Voronoi regions 

that contain 叫 the Voronoi vertex v always exists and its adjacent Voronoi 
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re巨ions are given by the same set of .::-Points in all possible arrangements; 

ふlere are more than three weak Voronoi regions that contain vうり will
degenerate to other Voronoi vertex in some possible arrangement-The 

argument is formalized as follows: 

5.5 Conclusion 
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In this chapter, we consider a Voronoi diagram with imprecise input and propose 

a method to construct Voronoi regions which show the e百ect of input error . 日1e

define two types of Voronoi regions:ωωk Voronoi region and strong Voronoi 

region, and introduced geometric properties of them. Especially, we show that 
cluster Voronoi diagram relates to weak Voronoi regions and that Voronoi diagram 

for polygons relates to strong Voronoi regions. 

Next, we consider a construction algorithm for weak Voronoi regions. For n 

é-Pointsヲ let f(η) be the time to construct the cluster Voronoi diagram. Then 

weak Voronoi regions can be constructed in O(f (n) +n log n) time (in best case) or 

in O(f(η)+n2 10g*ηlog n) time (in worst case). A best case occurs when �-Points 

are distributed uniformly in the plane, and the size of them is sufficiently small 
compared to their distances. A worst case occurs when ε-Points with large size 

gather in a small area. By theorem in [8], f(n) is 0(n2α(η) ); we can construct 

weak Voronoi regions in 0(n2α(η)) time (in best case) or in 0(n210g* nlogn) 

time (in worst case). For a special case that all • Points have the same size of 

input error, we showed that weak Voronoi regions can be constructed in O(η川logη
time (best case) or in O(n2 10g*ηlogη) time (worst case). 

Finallyぅ we consider a construction of strong Voronoi regions. 羽7厄e showed that 

all s討trong Voror 

the p戸reviぬous statement, K denotes the number of intersections between .::-Points. 

Since K ranges from 0(1) to O(ポ)， they can be constructed in O(ηlog* n log n) 

time (best case) or in 0(n2
) time (worst case). A best case occurs when no 

�-Point intersects each 0七her ， and a worst case occurs when any pair of .::-Points 

匤tersects. 

We also introduce applications of our method: nearest neighbor search and 

verification of a topological structure of a Voronoi diagram. 

Theorem 5.34 Let S be α set of .::-Points P1 , • . . ， Âη . lf riη and rk αre 
the only ωeαk Voronoi regions thαt intersects with the region r・i n rj n rk, 

then in the Voronoi diαgram of αηy possible αrrαηgement of A, there is α 
Voronoi vertex whose neαrest sites αre only f A(ふ)ぅ fA(め) and f A(仇) • 

Proof. 

First , we show that the intersection R of ri , rj ヲ and γk corresponds to nr勺ji 門

γ川Z仇k川i川k川j. Si悶 the児e
P 1凶nRa訂re rηi ， r勺j and γ九k う P satisfies 

Hence , the ε_ Point that gives M* (p) for P in R is one of the Pi ,pj and 仏
By…orem 5 肌 the part of川 and rk around R is determined only by 

孔Pj and 仏; which inゅlies R = (アij n rik) n (γj i n r j k) n (r ki n r k j )・
Next , let A be a possible arrangement, and let Pijk be the equidistant point 
of fA(ふ)，fA(め) and fA(仏). Observe that in the arrangement Aぅ Pij田 k satｭ

isfies Piik ξ rij n rji n rik n rki n rjk 内 rkj; which implies Pijk ε R. Since 

only …and rk are the weak Voronoi 時ions that intersect with R, only 
fA(ふ)jj(め) and f A(仇) can be the nearest sites of Pijk. Since a Voron 

V刊er此七e似x ha笛s a叫t least three nearest s“i比te瓜S夙， fん'A(ω長i) ， fんA(ft必j) and fんA(PI仏Ìc) a訂re the 

nearest sites of Pijk in Aぅ and no other site can be the nearest 山 of P 

The a油伽b凶O附ve 叩ment is t ω… y poss 仙… g … t ; ω propo 山t 
is proved. 

Under the existence of input error , we can not determine the coordinates 
of each Voronoi ver七ex exactly, however , theorem 5.34 gives a su伍cient
condition to test whether a Voronoi vertex do exist and its nearest sites can 

be determined exactly. Once we have weak Voronoi regions , we can veflly 
which part of a Voronoi diagram is unstable or stable against input error. 

i 

-祖国圃圃圃圃・圃圃園田・・園田・・・ ・・・・・・・・・・・・・圃園田聖一-
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Chapter 6 

Conclusions 

In the dissertation , we considered geometric problems with imprecise input. Our 

primary concern is to compute accuracy guaranteed results from such input data. 

Based on the idea that the accuracy of an output is guaranteed by the trace of the 

boundaries of all possible output figures ぅ we developed geometric algorithms for 

three geometric problems: convex hull, diameter of a set of points and Voronoi 

diagram. 

Our results are summarized as follows: 

• convex hull 

For ηε-Points in the plane, the inner and the outer convex hull can be 
constructed in O( n log n) time. Also we show that if a non-empty inner 

convex hull is given, we can update the inner convex hull in O(log k) rv 

O(k) time (k is the number of already processed c-Points); which leads 七0

O(ηlogη) '"" O(n2) time incre問ntal construction. 

• diameter of a set of points 

For n c-Points in the planeう the minimum of possible diameters can be 

calculated in O(nlogn) time, and the maximum of them can be calculated 
in O(η10ど nlogη) expected time. 

• Voronoi diagram 

For a set of n c-Points in the plane, weak Voronoi regions can be conｭ
structed in 0 (η2α(η)) '"" O(η210ピ ηlogn) time (α(η) denotes the inverse 

of Ackermann's function) and strong Voronoi regions can be constructed in 

O(η10ど ηlogη) rv O(η210g* n log 吋 time .

97 
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We showed that accuracy guaranteed solutions are available for the basic 

geometric problems in reasonable computational costs. For a future workぅ the
icωacy guaranteed computation with imprecise arithmetic a邸sw附州叫ell 鉛叫肌S

inpuも is considered. 
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